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Editorial:
“In the National Park System I advocate a polrcy based on three words: ‘Let it be’ (as God made 11). When
there has to be Interference.
it should “aver affect the natural resource:’
These words from Frank E. Masland, Jr., long-lime fwnd and benefactor 01 the National Park Serwe
and
System, were sent along to ParkSc;ence
by NPS D~recior William Molt M011’s “chenshed friend:‘Frank
Masland.
delivered hrs remarks before a group of fellow Rotarians recently at Carlisle, Pa., and Director Molt responded
with appreciation
for the fact that “at age 92, you still have the conservation
ethic burning bright wrlhln you.”
The words “let 11be” are “precious ones to keep in mind,” Molt wrote lo Masland. “With thoughts and help from
dear friends such as you, I am confident that a legacy we can be proud 01 will be handed down to be enjoyed
by future generations.”
Excerpts from M&land’s
speech follow
“At 92, all my thoughts are for the future.
“Preserve, protect, progress-the
paradox seemingly contradictory-calling
for the exercise 01 great wisdom,
ullerly unselfish wisdom. All is to be used. God gave ma” domrnion. Wllh it He also gave ma” responsrbllily. All
IS lo be used wise/,! unselfishly For 50 years I have been mvolved in preserving and protecting our land. Why?
I1 was my attempt to pay my debt to those who came before and lo my God for the pnvrlege of kvlng I” freedom
and I” beauty
“Youth must have the opporiunity
lo walk I” wilderness
to Ikfl their eyes lo the hills
to marvel at the
dance 01 leaf-liltered sunlight on clear pure streams
10 worshrp in the cathedral of tall trees whose roots are
buried in the mystery of a swamp.
‘Xsk yourself if you would want to lkve when no farm land remains I” the valley, when it is built solidly with row
houses
heavy industry belching pollution. trucks everywhere,
our good land under concrete slabs. The time
to decide IS now, for this nightmare doesn’t happen overnight but rather day by day, inch by Inch.
“Ii is a challenge for one and all, for we will be whal we will”
And how does Masland define the challenge? This way:
“It is a challenge to preserve what IS good and to add only what enhances what we preserve.”
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Study Provides Dynamic Picture
of Lake Powell’s Boater Use Capacity
By Charles W. Wood and Mike Snyder
Glen Canyon Nakmal Recreation Area (NRA) is a
developing unit 01 the National Park System I” Utah
and Arizona whose major recreational resource is
Lake Powell. Five permanent developed mannas, plus
a temporary marina on the San Juan arm. operate on
its 1900.mile shoreline. Plans for two new marinas
and expansion 01 several exlstlng iac~lit~es recently
were approved
Because it IS difficult lo gauge the cumulative effect
of these new developments and expansions, an assessment 01 the lake’s capacity to absorb ncreased
boater use was undertaken to determine development
SIZESconsistent wth preservation of park resources
and recreation quality
A studv bv the Denver Serwce Center fDSCI I”
1982 had ldenlifiad physlcal and opera&
faciors
affecting boat distributon and boater carrying capacIty and had produced models lllustratlng how boater
carrying capacity might be awed at under varying
scenarios. In 1985 Supt. John 0. Lancaster decided
to quanitfy boater use limits through a park field study,
and to Include resource and recreatIonal quality factors This study recently completed, appears in a
document titled The CarryingCapacilyofLake Powell,
A Managemen Analysrs of Capacrfy for Boafer Use,
(76 pp. wallable from Glen Canyon NRA. PO Box
1507 Page. AZ 86040)
Potenllally l~m~bngfactors were chosen for evaluation based on mlormatlon from the 1982 DSC work,
park resou~e monitoring data. and the need to incorporate recreational quality. The factors selected were
phywal capacity water quality. shoreline impact,
safety, and a three-level spectrum of potential recreat~onal exper~ances based on density of boaters staymg
overmght onshore. l;we levels were termed “semipnmltive.” “r~ral~natural,“ and “urban/natural.’
Data-gathering began with a survey 01 boaters at
the park r 1985 to update inlormation on boater recreat~onal activities, boater distribution on the lake. and
length 01 stay and we of groups. Prior to survey and

monitoring, the lake was diwded;nto 13 geographic
zones. Nearly 300 boater groups were mterwewed
after their trips and asked to complete a trip diary.
Questions related to their actlwtles and the Impact
factors that affected their trip.
Results were coded into a Lotus l-2-3 spreadsheet
for analysis, yleldlng a table of boater distrlbutlon tar
each 01 the zones by mwnaol orlgfn. Field monitoring
of lake reswrce impacts resulting from boater use
was completed m 1985 and 1986, concentrating on
shoreline water quality and shoreline campslte Impact
(trash, human waste. Iire rings)
To awe at capacity estimates, maximum “limits”
foreachfactotwereset.
basedondocumentedcr~ter~a
and beyond which the visItor exper~ance andior reswce could be presumed to deteriorate. For example. the Ilmll for phywal capacity was the number of
adequate shorelIne campsites I” each zone. These
were counted. For water quality, the limit set was the
he&h standard for bacteria content 01water used for
svmmg
For shoreline Impact, the lkmlt was based
on the amount of trash and human waste around
campsites beyond which an increase was noted in
cornplaInts lrom the wtors surveyed.
Userdensityllmitscorrespondlng
toiherecreal~onal
opportunity types were derives from the sue of each
zone m relation to the length of 11sshoreline (giving a
measure of the opportunity for Isolation). and user
density factors for d~fler~ngexperiences obtalned from
the literature (Moe and Underhill: USDA Forest Ser.
vice) These resultswere translated intothedesirable
size and developmenl fxl~lies for launching boats the management control -using a two-step process.
Step I, A lkmltlng factor m&x was prepared using
the disirlbutlon of boaters to each zone found in the
survey. Knowing the number of boats launched during
impact studies (from wsitor use statlstlcs) It was possible to calculate how many boats It would take to
cause each factor to reach Its limit in every zone. A
matrix 01 this information is shown in Table 1.
Step II. ldentif~cat~on of the boat launch rates from
marinas that would result in a distribution 01 boaters

Escalanfe Arm, Lake Poweli NRA. has low physical
capacity and is deemed a “semi-prwale” recreational
opportunity
matching the lake’s carrying capacity was next. After
ldentifymg the “most I~mibng”factor in each zone, by
reference in Table 1 (expressed as boats-at-one-time
in the zone), and using the distribution factors from
marinas with lengths-of-stay observed during the “ISitor survey, it was possible to estimate the daily launch
rate at each mama that would produce a distribution
01 boats on the lake equaling the carrying capacity of
each zone as gauged by the most limiting factor in
each of the zones. This procedure IS illustrated in
Table 2. (Note: the ROS category used was determined by management objectives for each area as
stated in planning documents. It is not only the lowestdensity category.)
Table 2 yields a boat launching rate for each of the
marina areas that matches carrying capacity. This infarmat~on affords park management a development
planning 1001for judging the max~mum boat launching
capability for each marina consistent with park objectlves. Planners are thus able to allocate the number
of boat launches among the various lac~llties - public
launch ramps, rental boats. and private slips or
lllOOWlgS.

The study also provides management with the conditions underwhich the lake’s boater use capacity may
be increased: Mitigation of the most lkmiting factor at
an
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on page 4

Table 1. Limiting Factor Matrix (Number of Boats-At-One-Time)

Lake Powell Study
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from page 3

a given lake zone permits the number of allowable
boats-at-one-time in the zone to increase to the level
indicated by the next-most limiting factor. This increase can be traced back to an increase I” maximum
allowable marina launch rates using methods outlined
in the study. In this way, guidance may be obtained
on which alternative management actions would be
most useful for mitigating capacity constraints and
where on the lake thev could be most effectivelv
applied.
As an illustrative exercise one can ask. for example,
what elfect mltiaation of water aualilv and shoreline
impact lakewide would have &the limits to boater
use. When water and shoreline impacts were not considered as Iimitlng factors and a new table of marina
launch rates calculated, ii was found that instituting
programs to maintain water quality and clean
shorelInes would double the lake’s effective carrying
capwiy.
The same exercise can be repeated, assuming millgation only I” specific zones, to document where on
the lake mitlgatlon would most efflcientlyallev~ateconstraints on addItional use Th!s type of analysis IS
useful in situations where mitigation IS a feasible
course 01 action and excess user demand e&s. (If
ihelimitstocapacityarephysicalorsafelyconstra~nts.
mltigatton usually would not be feasible. The management action would be to keep development to a level
consistent wth those constraints )
At Glenn Canyon the capacity estimates have been
directly useful I” evaluating planned mawa expansm In Table 3, the results from Table 2 are expressed
as’carry~ng capacity launch rales.“and are compared
with “existing and approved marina launchcapacities.‘
(Marina launch capacltles are the physIcal ability of
mar~nastolaunch boats basedon the numberoflanes
al the ramp. number of mooring buoys and slips. etc.j
The compawon 01 protected expanwn of marina
launch capacities with known carrying capacity led to
adoptlon of a recommendation lhat marina expans~ons be accompanied by programs to maintain waler
quallty and clean shorelines.
Although many carry,ng capacity studies have been
done for land and river recreation, few flatwaler area
studies consider the physical. ~?source. and recreatlonallimils important to park management. Fewer still
offer a means 01 quantifying capactty The method
used r the present analysis IS a way of organlzlng
information to document a management problem, and
could be applied to other areas of the National Park
System concerned with carrying capacity. The pr~ncipal requirements are a system for exammmg the dlstribution of use, and sufficient resource monitoring
data to correlate user impacts with use intensity.
Wood IS a Bioiogi$t a/ Glen Canyon NRA, Snyder
is a Landscape Anh:fecf with the Rocky Mounlain NP
Region Olffce.
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N/A = Not Applicable; ND = No Data: NL :: Not Llmlted.
Table 2. Carrying Capacity Launch Rates - Existing Management Scenario
BAOT (Boats-At-OneTIme)
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total lakewide CCLR 1,175 boats/day
Table 3. Comparison of Marina Launch Capacity wilh Carrying Capacity Launch Rate
(launches/day)

Bullfrog Basin
Halls Crossing
Hite
total

220
145
114
1.123

-. 420
206
‘(“4,
1.850

4:o
0
50

41:

1,175

2,572

‘Launch rates from proposed facilities in current plans.
“Additional management - applying management actIons to a particular llmitlng factor to increase BAOT capacity.

Dendrochronology in National Parks:
A Mammoth Cave Case Study
By Paul R. Sheppard: Edward R. Cook, and Gordon C. Jacoby

The science called dendrochronology - the study
of the past using tree r,ngs - depends on old trees
for data. Variation in annual tree-rings represents inlormation about the past that IS otherwise difficult to
obtain. Rising concern about global env~ronmenial
changes makes treerIng mlormation even more valuable. In view of tendencies to cut large, old trees and
in view 01the significant Information they contain, we
support the design&on 01 natural areas (such as in
National Parks) that specifically mandate the preservation 01 old-growlh forests.
Dendrochronologlsts are interested in the patterns
01 relatively wide and narrow rings (or other varying
ring features), which result mostly from the mfluence
01 yearly climatic vanation. Analysts begIns with the
crossdatlng of tree rings,, wherein the goal is to assign
an exact year date to every ring of every tree sampled
within a site. By matching patterns across several
trees. we can account for growth anomahes (missmg
or false nngs). Each sews is then measured to the
nearest 0.01 mm. The ring-width series, which exhlblt
both standwlde and mdlvldual vanatlon. are detrended
Into relative index sews by any of various standardization techniques. All Index sewsthus have astationary mean and wance and ate finally merged into a
single mean-value Index chronology
For dendrocllmatology, the mdlces are then cotrelated with meteorological data -a process called CIImate modelling -which discovers what monthly climate ndlcators (total pwpltation and average temperature) account for the most tree-ring variation.
Once a model IS developed and verified, it IS extrapolated back through the entlre length of the tree-ring
data, which may span several hundred years. This
provides inlormation about long-term vartations that
aids our understanding of general climate trends.
An Important dendrochronologlcal tree species in
North America IS white oak (Quercus aiba). Though
growing r mesjc, closed-canopy stands, oak still displays yearly tree-ring variation (enabling crossdating),
and correlation of that wallon to meteorological data
is sufllciently high for successful climate modelllng.
Because of its large range, oak provides the added
attraction of climate modelling by region as well as
through time. W~scons~n’soak probably responds to
Its climate dliferently than does Georgia’s oak, spatlally differing climate responses olfer mslghts into
how and when oak expanded to its large range
throughout the Holocene.
Among the many oak chronologies constructed at
the Tree-Ring Laboratory of Lament-Doherty Geological Observatory is one from Mammoth Cave National
Park, Kentucky. While thls park’s ma,” rasou~ca IS
underground, it also has a substantial old-growth
lorest resource. Alter cor,ng trees, crossdating cores,
measuring rings, and constructing the standardized
chronology (Fig. 1, top), we correlated the indices to
Bowling Green, KY, meteorofoglcal data lrom 1889 to
1985. This analysis used a 17month “dendroclimatic
year,” including the prwous May through December
and the current January through September. This I”corporated the biological persistence phenomenon in
trees, whereby one year’s ring width is determlned
partly from the pwous year’s climate in addition to
that of the current year A result of this particular
analysis is that Mammoth Cave oak grows best with

a strong June ramlall and a cool summer (June
through August) (Fig. 2). In such years, early season
water awlabiltty is high and seasonal evapotransplration is low.
ContIming the climate modelllng, the Mammoth
Cave chronology was merged with SIX other oak
chronologies from the centra states. Meteorological
data from pettinent locations were also merged and
then converied Into a single series of Palmer Drought
Severity Index (PDSI), which integrates recent past
cllmatlc trends plus soil characteristics into values of
moisture deficiency or excess (Palmer, W.C., “Meteorological Drought,” U.S. Dept. Commerce Res. Pap. 45
[1965]). After constructing, calibrating, and verifying
the relationship of tree-ring indices to PDSI, a long
was was reconstructed for the region (Fig. 1, bottom); periodicity of sewa droughts can be estimated
from this reconstruction.
Another nteresting species IS norlhern white-cedar
Thuja occdentaks). Unlike oak, little of the whitecedar range has been sampled; nonetheless, this
laba only white-cedar chronology, from Gasp& Peninsula, Canada, shows a peculiar “ramp” of increasing
growth for the last 140 years (Fig. 3). Short-term departures from the mean of 1 and from a homogeneous
variance, such as from about 1850 to present, warrant
special attention. Does that ‘“ramp” of increasing indices indicate climate change lasting 140 years? Or is
It that somethIng non-cllmatlc is alfectlng white-cedar
growih in Gaspe’ Peninsula7 Hypotheses exist about
possible causes of such a trend, but since only one
white-cedar chronology exists, other basic questIons
rama~n Do stands of white-cedar from other areas
show similar growth increases? Are thelr climate response models similar? Also, do other spews in
Gaspe‘ Peninsula show slmtlar trends? Because we
have no other white-cedar chronologies (we are currently analyzing cores from two other sites), these
basic questions cannot be answered yet.
In addition to climatology, treering analysis has
many other scientllic applications. BiologIcal (fire or
insect) and physical (earthquake or volcano) distw
MAMMOTH

CENTRAL

bance histories have been developed from tree rings.
Even trace metal chronologies have been developed
from tree-ring analysis to study air quality trends. Furthermore, many ancient structures of the southwestern archaeological parks have been precisely dated
using dendrochronology.
Managers of some natural areas deny permiwon
to sample old trees because of concern about the
effects 01 coring. Such concern is valid, and we attempt to demonstrate that the elfects of cormg on tree
vigor are negligible. First, Alex Shtgo rWounded
Forests. Starving Trees:’ Journal of Forestry
83(11):668-73 [1985]) showed that trees defend themselves by compatimentalizing, or isolating, a wound,
thereby preventing pathogens from attacking healthy
tissue. As long as a tree is not girdled (we usually
extract just two cores per tree), the tree loses only a
small proportion of itsstorage and translocatlon tissue
around the wound. Long-lived species appear to compartmentalize better than others. and while there IS
some dendroecologlcal Interest m shod-lived species,
we depend mostly on long-lived species.
Second, by returning to sites cored m the past, we
are collecting ewdence about the effects of coring.
For example, we recently re-cored a site of eastern
hemlock (Tsuga canadenss) for the purpose 01updatmg a chronology constructed in 1974. Dwng the recoring, the origmal core holes were indistinguishable
because they had filled in with sap and healed over
with callus tissue and bark. The only trees wth rot
were two that originally showed it in 1974. Furthermore. ring-width patterns showed no departures from
pre-1974 growlh rates tha! might indicate decline as
a result of coring.
Third, old trees have proven their vigor by surviving
for hundredsof years. Throughouttheirllvesthey have
probably been mechanlcaliy Injured by such dlsturbances as wind, landslide, avalanche, lightning, fire,
scraping from other trees, or even self-pruning. Cut
stumps of old trees often display many such wounds
that apparently did not affect thelr longevity. Compared to this disturbance hIstory, a 5.mm diameter
core hole IS probably negligible.
Nonetheless, we still consider the concern about
coring to be valid, so we often consult with natural
areas managers about which trees may be sampled
and which to awd, about redwng impact on other
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Figure 1. (top) Mammoth Cave NFj KY while oak tree-nng chronology (bottom) Centralstates PDSI reconslruo
tion, based on seven whife oak chronologies, includmg Mammoth Cave.
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Relocation Preferred Option
to Save Hatteras Lighthouse
By Jim Wood

After a nine month study requested by the National
Park Service. an expert commrttee of the National
Research Council has determined that moving the
Cape Hatteras Lighthouse about 500 feel southwest
of its present location is the best way to save the
historic structure.
Relocating the lighthouse away from the shoreline,
where erosion threatens to topple the landmark, was
deemed to be cheaper in the long run and less likely
lo damage the century.old beacon than other aliernalives, such as building a seawall and revelment around
its base or constructing offshore breakwaters and
groins in an attempt lo hall the erosion.
The ZOO-foot-tall lighthouse has been standing
watch over North Carolina’s Outer Banks since 1670,
warning ships to steer clear of the treacherous Diamond Shoals-the so-called “Graveyard of the Allantic,” where at least 600 ships have been lost.
Over the years, stormsand powerful oceancurrents
have gradually eroded the eastern shoreline of Hatteras, transporting beach sand to its southern shores
in a natural process that’s causing the Atlantic barrier
Islands to migrate westward. At the time of 11scon-

Dendrochronolonv

Continued
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projects, and about eliminating impacts on visitor use
and esthetic quality We also report about the dendrochronology of specific sites to area meanagers; in
addition, we provide base-line data, and our reports
have been the bases for occasional interpretive features on the histow of the trees.
Such interpret&n
could help v~s~lors realize the
scientific value in addition to the eslhetlc appeal of
old trees. Most National Parks are noted for scenic
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struction, the lighthouse was approximately a quarter
of a mile from the waler’s edge. Today lhls cushion
has been reduced to a scant 50 yards, and experts
say iI’s only a matter of time before waves undermine
Ihe structure and topple it into the sea. A hurricane
could wipe it out at any time.
The NPS had asked the Research Council commilfee in July 1967 lo evaluate alternative ways to save
the structure. The committee was not asked whether
the lkghthouse should be saved, but was asked only
to delermine the best options for presewmg it. The
Council, an operating arm of the National Academtes
of Science and Engineering, estimated moving the
lighthouse would cost about $4.6 million and lake
nearly a year, including planning and site preparation.
The actual move will lake about three months.
The 2.600-ton tower could be moved safely with
proper bracing and engineering techniques, according
lo the committee. First, the external structure would
be strengthened and reinforced as an integral unit by
vertical and circumferential prestressing, using concrete lie beams wilh preslressed rods and tendons.
Next, the foundalion of the lighthouse would be tun-

grandeur and wildlife values; the preservation of old
growth forests is an imporfanl mandate in many of
these same parks. Because of these natural areas of
old-growlh forests, we have often looked to the Natlonal Park System for tree-nng sampling sites; our
Mammoth Cave case study encourages us to continue that relattonshlp.
The authors are scmtists a/ lhe Tree-Ring Lab,
Lamont-Doherty GeologIcal Observator)! Pailsades,
NY 10964.
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Figure 2. Correlation analp
s/s of Mammoth Cave white
oak tree-ring indices and
monthly &mate variables
(dark bars show totalprenp~tation and iighl bars show
average temperature from
Bowhnq Green, KY A// correlat;onsbeyond the reference
Imes are siamfxacant fo the

neled for insertion of a series of needle beams. The
lighthouse (minus part of its below-surface foundallon
and the timber mat) would then be veitlcally raised
by hydraulic jacks lo clear the below-surface foundation that remained.
The lighthouse would be lowered onto rollers that
rest on multiple horlzonlaf steel-rail beams supported
by precast concrele piles. The entire lighthouse structure would be moved on the tracks with hydraulic jacks
and slowly pulled with winches to Its new stle, where
it would be placed on a newly-constructed found&on,
such as a pile-supported concrete mat. The Keep&
Quarters and other buildings I” the complex would
also be moved (using standard housemoving
techniques) and placed in the same proxlmtly to the
lighthouse.
Because the kghthouse may have to be moved
agam in 25 to 100 years lo escape addltional beachfront erosion, the committee proposed that the lkftlng
beams be left rn place to facilitate future relocatron.
Such “multi-stage” relocation would be a “flexIbIs response to a dynamic problem:’ the committee said.
With this foundation in place, a second move would
cost about Sl 6 million in 1966 dollars, the committee
projected.
Building a seawall would cost al least $5.6 million
by Army Corps of Engineers estimates. During the
year-long constructIon process, the lighthouse would
be particularly vulnerable to risk from storms. The
seawall opi~on also confl~cls with many nallonal. state,
and NPS pol~aes. Moreover, the wall would obscure
much of Ihe lighthouse itself, while continued erosion
would eventually separate the llghlhouse from the
mainland and effectively loreclose future preservation
options, the report says.
Rebuilding the extsling grolnfields and providing a
protective underground casing orrevetmenlloprevenl
undermrning of Ihe lighthouse would lake fess than a
year and cost from $4.7 to $6 7 mlllion. While it would
protect the lkghthouse for 20-30 years (barring a disastrous storm), the commlllee said, it would be difItcult, if not Impossible. lo mainlaln a protecllve beach
in front of the lighthouse indefinitely. The revelmenl
casing would make future relocation difficult and exoenwe and also conflrcts with relevant oublic ool1cies.
/I noted.
The committee considered other options, as well,
but reiected them afterorelrminaw studvshowedlhem
to be even more urwtable thanihe s&wall or groinfield options.
Because of the intense public interest in preserving
the lighthouse, a new Park Serwe document evaluating these opttons IS scheduled to be released for public comment this fall. The altematlves will be (1) moving the lighthouse to one of several possible sites, (2)
building the seawall and revetment, or (3) a combination of a smaller revetmenl and improvements to the
existing groins.
(Wood is a Tachmcai Publfcations Writer/Editor w;fh
the NPS Southeast Regional Office, Atlanta,
Georgia.)

Figure 3. Northern whb-cedar tree-ring
hg growth since 1850.
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New Educational Resources
at National Colonial Farm
By Donald W. Strasburg

l;ghthouse in lhe United Sta!es. Weighing 2,800 tons,
il is ah one of the heaviest

Aquatic Ecology
at Great Smokies
A survey is underway al Great Smoky Mountams NP
JGRSM) of the population genetics of brook trout, the
only native salmonid species in Ihe Southeast. For
years, New England strain brook trout were stocked in
GRSM streams to replace nalive brooktrout populations
that had been severelyreducedorelim~natedasaresult
of past human acllwty. It has been suggested by several
authorltiesthat Ihe native fish is different lmm the hatchery slrain. This questIon is being explored by a study
begun in 1987, designed to determine if brook trout from
park streams that were never stocked differ in any consistent way from brook trout from streams that were
stocked wtth New England strain Starch gel eleclrophoresis IS being used to examine the genetic
makeup of the different popuiat~ons. Preliminary results
indicate differences among populations for several
enzyme systems, but no conclusions can yet be made
regardmg differences between studied and unstacked
populations. The study is continuing
A survey of park springs was begun in 1988. This
preliminary effori is designed to gather basic physical
and biological Information on these fragile habitats in
order lo develop a classlflcation scheme that can be
used in ImplamentIng an inventory and monitoring program Ior park springs.
The entire stream network 01 GRSM has been digitired and proofed on the park’s geographical information
system (GIS). This gives us the capability to analyze
stream characteristics in relation to all other digital car.
lographic data bases for the park, such as fish species
distributions, elevation, slope, vegetation, fire history,
and roads.

The Accokeek Foundation’s Natrxal Colonial Farm
(NCF) is part of the Ptscataway NP, located on the
Maryland banks of the Potomac River opposite Mount
Vernon. A living historical farm. NCF depicts life on a
one-family tobacco plantation in 1750. About half of
the NCF visitors are school groups, many fmm the
inner cities of metropolitan WashIngtoo, D.C. and Baltimore. Surprisingly lew 01 these young people have
had any prior exposure to rural life or to the natural
history that abounds in farm gardens. fields and
forests. Thus, besides learning about their colonial
heritage, many young visitors acquire knowledge of
things the rest of us take for granted. A typical ques.
lion puttoadocent mightbe”lsthatwheremilkcomes
from?“, meaning a cow
Recognizing an opportunity to broaden its educe.
tlonal function, NCF has recently added to its offerings
three new educational resources: an herbarIum, a reference collection of insects. and an arboretum. Because of their fragility or technical nature, not everything in these collections can be shown to all visitors,
but plans are underway to increase visitor exposure
w the docents who conduct the tours and by means
01 special displays. Although the plants and msects
are contemporary most were also present in 1750,
and their beneficial or harmful etlects were as pew
nent to the 18th Century tobacco farmer as they are
today
The herbarIum is the result of a botamcal survey of
NCF’s vascular olants comoleted bv Dr. Steven R. Hill
(now of Clemson Uni&y)
in 19b4. The survey included all clubmosses, ferns, conilers and Ilowering
plants, but excluded algae, fungi, lichens and mosses.
A pressed specimen of each species found in the
survey has been mounted on the highest quality herbarium paper, labeled, placed in a protective folder,
and stored systematically m a firmigated cabinet.
Within each 01 the four major plant categories, the
plant families, genera. species and varieties are arranged alphabetically. Each herbarium sheet bears a
reference number that ties It to an Index kept I” the
herbarium cabinet. Index entries consist of the full
scientific name, author citation, common name or
names, and text, telling whether the plant is a native
or mtroduced and from where, flowering time, frequency of occurrence at NCF, locations at NCF, Dr.
Hill’s collectton or reference number and comments
such as general occurranca in Maryland, edible or
poisonous properties, and whetherthespeclesshould
be carefully preserved.
At the backof theindexaraasummary, alphabetical
index, maps and suggested references. The collection
contains 441 species, 304 genera and 100 plant
families. Of this number, 328 are native species and
113 introduced, mostly from Europe.
The herbarium was assembled in the best botanical
manner, and contains specimens and data of interest
to a professional botanist. After making prior arrange.
ments with NCF, such visdors can have free access
to the herbarium.
The NCF insect collectIon was begun in 1985 by
Donald W Strasburg, a volunteer entomologist at
NCR and IS expected to be completed in 1988. Because of the vast numbers of insect species, completeness was never an aim; instead the collection
contains most of the larger species likely to be en7

countered, a representative sampling of the smaller
spews, and some numbers of those spews that are
beneficial or deleterious agriculturally.
The collection consists of twelve 14” x 21” Rker
Mounts (here the insects are bedded on resilient synthetic fiber, wIthout pins) and eighteen 14” x 21” display cases where they are simply mounted on pfns.
The sealed Riker Mounts are relatively shockproof,
and hence can be passed around or displayed where
some handling is permitted. They contain the larger
butterflies and moths exciuwely These showy I”sects invariably attract attention and young people
deserve the opportunity to examine them closely.
The smaller butterfIles and moths and all other I”sects arepinned indisplaycases, shown on tabletops.
where wtors merely wv them and read the textual
material. All specimens are labeled with full Latin
name, common name, citation and a description of
life history and habits. This is done on a species basis
for the large forms and by family or order for the small
species belonging to the lesser orders. With the
Hymenoptera (bees, wasps, and ants) and Diptera
(Il~es and mosquitos) as yet undone, the collection
presently contains representatives of 20 orders, 94
families, 296 genera and 391 species, subspews and
forms Where the sexes are different, both are shown,
and in some cases the undersIde as well. Additional
display cases and Raker Mounts probably will be
added to house freeze-dried larvae and so&bodied
non-insects such as spiders. chrysallds, cocoons, eqq
masses, and examples of insect destruction of cro@
wood, fabrics.
The arboretum was conceived in 1986 by Frederick
Tilp as an educatIonal hentage. Saplings of trees native to the NCF area have been purchased each year,
with the goal of completing the plantmg in 1988. The
arboretum IS located in what had been agentlysloplng
hillside meadow, adjacent to a native oak-hickory
forest. Visitors can stroll through the plantings in natural surroundings, and by lacing west have a commanding and beauttful view of NCF, the Potomac River
and Mt. Vernon. The arboretum eventually will contain
128 speaes, 59 genera and 29 families. Labels give
the full sctentific and common names, and a handout
map locates each species. Grass and invasive seedllngs are mowed to reduce competltlon and permit
easy access. As the trees reach the flowering and
fruiting stages their interest value will (“crease because of the accompanyfng lnllux 01 bird and insect
witors. NCF visitors are encouraged to visit the arboretum as well as the colonial area of the farm.
For those with an Interest in a contemporary forest,
an eastern hardwoods nature trail lies adjacent to the
arboretum Many of the arboretum species can be
Seen there agaln, with their associated vines, shrubs,
weeds, birds, insects and forest-floor communities.
Even though in differing stages of development,
these three facilities have drawn local attention. As
awareness of their existence spreads, and as the ar.
boretum grows, we antlclpate wder use by the public.
natural history study groups and researchers.
Facilities such as these constitute an important ad.
junctto any NPS management area, both as natural
hlstory baselines and as educational tools.
Dr Slrasburg is a Fellow of lhe Accokeek Foundalion’s Research Program.

Manned Submersible Allows First Look
at Secret Depths of Deepest U.S. Lake
By Jean Matthews
The somewhat shopworn phrase ‘wonders of the
deep” is taking on glorious new luster at Crater Lake
NP where the first manned probe ever to explore the
lake depths has just concluded. The actIon was initlated in response to a Congressional requirement to
Identify sigmlicanl thermal features in National Parks
and was mtegrafed Into a iO-year Congressionally
mandated research oroiecl IPL. 97.2501 that beaan
in 1983.
What has been found so far in the overall lo-year
studv IS enouah to keep scientists busy analyzing,
inter&ng,
anb hypothesizing foryearsfocome. The
flood of data will be organized into a final repotl by
the Crater Lake team and written by NPS L~mnolog~st
Gary Larson. who is based at Oregon State Urwers~iy’s NPSICPSU.
Bob Collier and Jack Dymond of the OSU College
of Oceanoaraohv facultv who have taken turns manning deepbi&in
Ihe’mini-submarine Deep Rover,
are the principal wesiigators. They describe their experiences down near the 1,932 foot depths as
“exhilarating” and express surprise at the rough terrain
with 11ssharp outcrops and cliffllke features.
At the 200 foot level, near Wizard Island, the bottom
IS covered completely with moss about a foot high
that vwes in the wash of the submarine. “It’s a spectacular scene,” says Dymond. “II looks like a grassy
field.”
Much further down, at around the 1,500 foot level
where no light penetrates, large bacterial mats were
found. Jim Milestone, NPS Resource Management
Specialist at Crater Lake and on-site logistical coordinator of the research operations, calls this find
“spectacular stuff:‘He describes 11as looking “like the
flowstone you find in caves:’
The mats range from 8 x 5 feet to the size of a pie
plate and are about 4 Inches IhIck, whitish in color
with orange, iron oxide stainings. The water in these
mats was found to be about 6 degrees Celsius warmer
than the surrounding water. The mat water was 9.5%
(49.l”F) compared to surrounding water temperature
of 3.5”C (38.3”F). The first swnlific surrmse is that
sulfur oxidization is providing the energy for bacterIaI
growth. Samples of the growth have been sent to Cliff
Dahm at the University of New Mexico for analysis.
Dahm was formerly on the OSU biology faculty and
worked on prior research at the lake.
Dymond also found a manganese (Mn) crust atop
floor sediment at about 1,500 feet. The dark gray and
black layers of manganese and iron found on the bottom in earlier dives are believed by Dymond and Colleer to be dissolved minerals precipitated out and deposited when hot water from deep below the lake hits
the cold lake water.
At the lake bottom, from 1,400 to more than 1,700
feet down, the pilots saw buff colored sediment, rocks,
cliffs, and previously unknown fault scarps. They also
noted avalanche debris and sunken trees that have
rolled down from the caldera rim and into the lake.
Dr Charles Bacon of the U.S Geological Survey,
who had conducted long-standlng research of the
are& geology, also IS taking advantage of the two
years of manned submersible studies programmed
for Crater Lake in 1988-89 The USGS covered the
submersible costs for several days of diwng, and
Bacon expects the findings to furnish information that
I.,

”

will describe more precisely the volcanic history of
Mount Mazama. He hopes the data will indicate where
lie the foundations of the original mountain, whose
eruption and collapse created the Crater Lake basin.
(The explosion of this 12,000 foot volcano almost
7,000 years ago sent 18 cubic miles of earth and rock
hurlllng into the atmosphere and changed for years
the cl!mate of the world. The volume extruded was
more than 50 times the amount produced by Mount
St. Helens in its 1980 explosion. The caldera formed
by Mount Mazama’s collapse gradually filled with rain
and snow water, forming the lake.)
Mark Buktenica, aquatic biologist on the Crater
Lake staff, made the deepest dive, concerning himself
with biological and geological features, mainly along
the lake’s South walldown to underthe 1,700fool level.
Milestone’s duties as operations coordinator have
involved some metaphorical “scarps and crags” to
match those found in the lake. For mstance: The orlg
mai plan was 10 have Deep Ocean Englneerlng of
California supply a submewble called Deep Flight.
which would have weighed only 3,300 pounds. Deep
Flight, as it turned out, could not be built m time for
the 1988 field season. The only available substitute
was Deep Rover, from Can-Dive Services in Canada,
which weighed in at nearly 2% times as much - 7,600
pounds. So it was up to Milestone to find a helicopter
big enough to lower this comparative behemoth mto
the lake and haul it out agaIn at the end of three weeks
of exploration. A helicopter that would do the trick
finally was located in Denver.
Milestone also was in charge of converting the

Jim Milestone, Crater Lake Natural Resource Management spenabt has overa// charge ot research
log&s
and operations. (Photo by Dan Clark. The
Bend Bulietn)
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Steep caldera walls make lake access possible on/y
by helicopler for the Z600 pound Deep Rover
Wizard Island research station. equipped only for
emergency use, Into a facility that would support 8
people overnight for a month. This included setting
up fuel storage docks and board walks over the lava
rocks, plus organizing and delivering 10 tons of
suppIles and materials to support the work on the
lake. Ifalsorequ~redtheschedul~ngofda~lyoperat~ons
around the clock (which sometimes was sIIII !unning
at 2 a.m.)
As the dws developed, 11was found that the navigallonal systems were not working as adverttsed and
as needed. Instead of signaling every 60 seconds,
the mechanism was delivering cues only every 5
minutes. The result was inabilIty to document accurately the locations of the surface boat and the sub,
which resulted in “a serf of aimless wandering’ in eflorfs to transect the bottom. Eventually, a massive
team effort solved half of the problem, butthesyslems
still lacked the abillfy to establish grid patterns on the
lake bottom.
Using Deep Rover’s maneuverable arms, fingers,
and a suction dew the p11ot.swere able 10 take rock,
moss, bottom fauna, and waler samples that will help
the investigative team 1111
in IheIr picture of the lake
enwonmenl.
Preliminary indications are that perhaps unique
communities of diatoms and mosses are mteracting
at what may be record levels under waler and that
“designer rocks” have beenfoundthatmaylellamuch
more precise story of Crater Lake’s dramatic orlgms.
An article describing all these and other interlocking
discoveries will be prepared by the research team and
their cooperators for an early future issue of Park
Science, according to Gary Larson.

mab notes

Heading down to Ihe floor, more than a third of a mile below the surface. Deep Rover begms ifs underwater
prowl m search of mforma0on about Ihe ongins and enwonmenl of Crater Lake.

Southern Appalachian Agreement Signed. On
August 10 the Interagency agreement forestabllshing
and operating a Southern Appalachian Man and the
Biosphere Cooperative (SAMAB) was slgned at
Asheville, NC. The signatories were: National Park
Service, Forest Service Southeast Regional Office,
Forest Service Southeastern Forest Experiment StaCon, Fish anbd Wtldlife Service, Tennessee Valley Authonty and Economic Development Administration
The Department of Energy IS expected to sign soon
SAMAB’s first research project will be a regionwide
classification of ecosystems and a geographic information system, in prep&ton for developing a Southern Appalachian conservation database. NPS IS providmg partial funding.
FY 1999 Research Grants Awarded. At its June
meeting. the U.S. MAB National Committee awarded
grants totaling $437,600 to e!ght research projects.
One of these was: Ecological ResestorafionofDegradeo
Caubbean Dry Forest Funded at $50,000, sited at
Virgin Islands NatIonal Park and Biosphere Reserve,
and directed by Dr. Becky J. Brown, University of WISconsin, the research will test the abtlity of degraded
dry forests to regenerate spontaneously and will
explore ways to accelerate the recovery process.
Other projects were: D~vers;fy of liopical Fore9
Canopy Species and an integrated Conserva0on
Sfrateg~ $76,375, Dr. lllar Muul, Smithsonian Institution; Ecolog) Use and Management of Minor Forest
Products m West Kalimantan, Indonesia, 550,000, Dr.
Chrtstlne Padoch and Dr. Charles Peters, The New
York BotanIcal Garden; S&Specific Research and
Training ;n Beni Biosphere Reserve Trop~caiForest in
BoBwa, $49,916, Dr. Franwco Gomez-DalImeter,
Smithsonian Institution; A RegronalCompadsonofthe
Functional Characterishcs of Wetland Ecosysfems,
$50,000, Dr. Charles R. Goldman, University of
California, Davis, Dr. Robert J. Livingstone, Florida
State University, and Dr. Robert J Naiman, Uwersity
of Minnesota Pro/&t to Examine Capanties and
Strategies for Coping with Effects of Severe Sustained
Drought in Portions of the Soufhwestern United
Sfafes, 554,500, Prof Frank Gregg, University of
Arizona, and Prof. David H. Getches, University of
Colorado: Modehng Urban Ecosysfem Research and
Appiication: A Mexico ‘3~ Case SludL: $56.631,
Merrill K. Rdd, University of Utah; and Impacts of
High-lntensily Prescribed Fres on Forest Ecosystems
m the Southern Appalachian Moonlams of Wesiern
Norlh Carolina, $49.985. Dr. Jack B. Walde. USDA
Forest Service.
MAB has also funded feasibility studies for proposed biosphere reserves m southern Florida. southern Anzona, and AcadiaMaine archipelago region.
New Bibliography on Biosphere Reserves. At
press time a draft revision of the 1985 bibliography
on biosphere reserves was out for review. Titled Bibliography on Ihe Interna0onal Nehvork of Biosphere
Reserves: MAB Pro@ 8, it lists publications on the
biosphere reserve concept and its application, and on
major research or education programs that demonstrate biosphere reserve objectives, anywhere in the
world. It does not mciude publications on specific research prolects Copies may be obtained from Dr.
Willlam P Gregg, MAB Coordmator, National ParkSer.
we (490). Deparlment of the Interior, PO. Box 37127,
Washington, D.C 20013.7127
Napier Shelton, NPS Washington Office

The NPS Inventory & Monitoring Initiative
A Hierarchial

The Ecological Imperative

Strategy

By Raymond Herrmann

By Terence R Boyle and Raymond Herrmann

Units of the National Park System are described by park management and scientists
as diverse, often unique, and having many Individual resource information require.
merits. The often discussed Inventory and Monitoring (I & M) initiative IS meant not to
answer every Individual park resource questton, but to provide a level of managemenl
knowledge Servicewide that will allow Ior more directed study, problem analysis, and
problem solution.
Today a number of persistent and troubling concerns exist at the park level that
reouire us to develoo a hwarchical strateav Ior obtalninq mlormation about processes
imbortant to reso&e decisions. If we &mine the threats identified in the State of
Parks Report 1960 and its 1987 successor, the Natural Resources Assessment Actlon
Program, and then combine this Information with a cursory review of programs in parks,
we find a number of broad resource management issues that contrIbute to the structure
of park I 6 M efforts:
1. life zone or blogeographlc changes (viz. grizzly bear in Greater Yellowstone
Ecosystem)
2. human encroachment (VIZ. recreation, industrial development, resource exploitaIlOll)
3. biogeochemical changes (viz. acid rain, carbon dioxide, the carbon cycle, trace
elements)
4. global climate change, including
a. temperature change (viz. life zone changes, melting snow fields and glaciers)
b. mean sea level change (viz. shoreline erosion)
c. precipitation change - patterns and amounts (viz. floodlng, drought)
Within this context, all parks, while not having identical Information needs. do have
some commonalities. We should observe and document those common “elements of
change” for park systems or ecosystems to the degree necessary to interpret and
analyze the cause or causes of change. Inventory 01 biotic and abidic elements and
documentation of Important ecosystem processes and periubalions (viz. succession,
floods, fires, wind, earthquakes, volcanoes. species migrations, biogeochemical cycle
changes, etc.) precedes any understanding of how park resources may change. These
required data are highly variable overtime and space, primarily because the ~swes or
questions driving ServIcewide long-term inventory, monitoring and research programs
have dlffering scales, such as local, regional and global.
Consequently, the complete I & M data set IS difficult to define in advance. Ii is clear
thoughthat not all areasshould bege@observatories (or ~ntensivestudysitesas part of
a global network), but that all areas will have a data collection scheme to provide park
management the information needed to understand, interpret, and manage effectively
Individual park “natural” resources within a regional and global framework.
The broad objectives arliculated in the July 1967 “NPS National Resource Inventory
and Monitoring Initiative,” acknowledge the high level of uncetiainty in planned data
collection activities and establish the need for a “minimal” working program. Servicewide I & M 01 necessity reflects knowledge obtalned horn a number of additional
programs (viz. UNESCDsManand Biosphere program, National ScienceFoundation’s
Long Term EcologIcal Research program, the interagency National Atmospheric Precipitatlon Assessment Program), ongoing monitoring and wantory experiences (both
withIn and outside NPS), and knowledge being obtalned from a systematic Implementation of the pilot NPS Inventory and Monitoring Program. In theory, this concept of park
I & M might follow a 10.step process.
Steps 1-5 lead to completion of an inventory program:
1) identify problems and develop management objectives;
2) assign priorities;
3) examine existing background data and relevant hterature;
4) develop working hypotheses, conceptual models and an inventory plan; and,
5) complete inventory to establish existing conditions (must Include adequate quality
control and quality assurance).
Steps 6.10 lead to implementation of a monitoring program:
1) select monItorlog approach based upon ecosystem character (determine spatial
and temporal relationships and system variance),
7) select appropriate monitoring sites and establish sampling Irequency;
6) determine logistical needs;
9) complete and Implement the monitoring program (including providing for summary
interpretation of results. data quality assurance and quality control, and data management and storage); and,
10) revisit periodically, review and evaluate the monitoring program and its relationship to establIshed objectives.

Recent interest within the National Park Service for a more comprehensive and
systematic inventory of natural resources and periodic monitoring to determIne condition and to assess any man-induced changes has been manifested in the Natural
Resources Assessment Action Program. Many parks have some resource Inventory
and monitoring (l&M) activities, however, many of these same parks are often at a loss
to interpret collected enwonmental data when confronted with s.ome of the more
pervasive, complex threats to the integrity of their resources. In the past, many inventories of natural resources have been linle more than lists of species and locations of
samples sites; many monitoring efforts have been restricted to those mandated by
human health concems comprising a loose collection of assorted chemical constituents, often directed at concems about water quality.
This article discuses the Integration of management and technical aspects, and
introduces a framework for conducting resource inventories and subsequent monitoring. Inventory and monitoring in the NPS is a responsibility shared between resource
management and research. Therefore any program conducting environmental
inventory and subsequent monitoring efforts should have certain critical elements that
include: 1) a procedure for establishing clear co-responsibilities for resource managers
and research scientisls, 2) a concept of the ecological paradigm as a framework for the
collection of informatlon and interpretation of data in a resource inventory program, and
3) a rationale Ior using data generated in monitoring programs.
A primary role of resource managers ISto secure inlormation on threats and identify
the needsformanaging natural resources. Resource management needs should be put
into a clear set of management objectives. It is the role of the research scientist to
translate these management objectives into sclentlflc hypotheses, data collection procedures, and conclusions. These two activities should be considered parallel and
interacting.
I. The inltlal step IS a clear statement of resource management programmatic concems by the Park. These concems may be mandated by legislation establishing the
Park, come from pervawe threats such as pollution, result from land-use changes
outside the Park boundaries, or be the consequences of management dewions. II is
imperative that the statement 01natural resource management concams ISboth explicit
and inclusive because it leads directly to and dwes the other steps in the I& M process
This statement of concems should be a join1 efforl between resource management and
a research scientist. These individual resource management concems should be
arranged by priority to assign available resources
II. The second step IS the formulation 01 scientific tasks that are directly predicated
from the resource management concems in the first step. The set of scientific tasks
should address the prioritized Park natural resources concerns, and in certain cases
may also address broader issues that include long-term issues of regional or natIonal
importance. An explicit framework to implement these scientific tasks is as follows:
A)Thesctentifclasksshould be in theformof explicit sets oftestable hypotheses that
address the Park specific and broader NPS resource management concems
B) These hypotheses will entail specific data set requirements. The level of effort in
the data collection will be directly related to how the data will be used, i.e. for general
Continued

on next page

Two requirements need additional emphasis: data management and data quality.
Large quantities of data are being and will be produced by this program - uniform
scaling and documentation is required. NPS has committed to a Geographic Information System. I& M data management ISto be compatible and complementary. Delailed
quality assurance and quality control plans, including accuracy and precision estlmates, are needed for existing and future data sets that are to be incorporated into
permanent data files. This wtll be a long, laborious process to integrate computing and
analytic technologies Into both the westlgations and data collection aspects 01 the
I & M process.
Development of site specific I & M plans is an important part of the coordinated
collectionof bloticand abiot!celementsdescribing ecosystem processesof importance
to park management. As previously slated, ecological processes occur at differing rates
and in differing geographic patterns; some are thought to be geographically consistent
at global or reglow levels; while others are known to be locally site speoflc. To account
for these differences, the NPS I& M program has incorporated a list of measurements or
datasetsrelat~veto known agentsofchange. Theresultant information base about park
resources is proposed to be available to assist resources management in each park
mt.
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Invasive

Exotic Plants

Exotic pest plants, their biological and ecological
implications, their social and economic impacts, and
management initIalives for dealing with them are the
sublects 01 a sympowm slated for Nov. 2-4, 1988 at
the Marine Sciences Center, University 01 Miami,
Florida.
Word of the symposium comes horn Robert F
Doren, Everglades NP Supervisory Botanist, who will
welcome NPS registration forms mailed to Symposium Registrar, Exotic Pest Plant Council, Dan
Beard Center, Everglades NP, PO. Box 279, Homestead, FL 33030. Registration fee is $45.
Plenary speakers wll be Nathaniel P Reed, former
Asst. Secretary for hsh, Wildlife and Parks at the
Department of the Interior, and Dr. Peter M. Vitousek
of the Stanlord Unwersify Department of Biological

And Their Management
Sciences. Dr. Vitousek will address “Blologtcal ~%asion and ecosystem alterations’ and Reed will speak
on “A last ditch effort:’
Speakers at the session on biology and ecology 01
invawe exotic plants WIII be from Florida, California,
Hawail, and New Mexico. Dominic Dottavio, who will
chair the sewon on exol~c plant management, has
12 papers scheduled that cover the subject in a variety
01 National Parks and from a wide range of strategies.
Ronald L. Myers, Tall Timbers Research Station, The
Nature Conservancy, WIIIsummawe theconference.
The sympowm IS being sponsored by the National
Park Service, the Exotic Plant Council, the Urwers~iy
of Miami, Florida’s Division of Forestry, Fairchild imp
ml Garden, The Nature Conservancy, and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.

Table 1. Comparison of resource management and potential application of ECO-

/ logical Paradigms in enwonmental inventories
Ecological Paradigm

1) Single species populai~on
- fisheries
- wIldlife studies
a. artiodactyls
camvores
- endangered species
-pest spews

Population models
-reproduction, growth. surwal
- Leslie matrix
- structural analysis
- analysis of lkniting factors
- Inter-relatIonships competttion,
predation, etc.

2) Community
- forest type
- vegetation analysis
-baseline data
-environmental assessment

Succession model & climax
Structural analysis
- diversity
- dominance
- similarity
- stability
Production
- primary
- secondary
Biogeography
- immigration/extinction
- species equilibrium

3) Ecosystem
Stream/watershed

River Continuum Concept
- lunctlonal group analysis
-carbon transport
- detrital processing
- photosyntheslslrespiratlon
ratlo
- discontinuity
- nutrient loss

4) Lake/watershed

Trophic status
- nutrient flux
- nutrient loading
- limltlng nutrient
Physical/chemical analysis
- surface area
- hvdroloaical turnover
- dkpth Energy fixation &flow

Late word received lrom NPS Natural Resources
writer-editor Napier Shelton tells of an October 4-6
conference in Washington, D.C. on “Consequences
of the Greenhouse Effect for Biological Diversily,”convened by World WildlIfe Fund - U.S., and six other
sponsors, including the National Park Service
Conference contact is Stacey Roberis, coordinating
forthe World WildlifeFund, 125024thSt., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037 Shelton plans to attendthe conference, and will prepare a report for the Winter issue
of Park Science.

in place beforesampling takesplace.Thtslncludesaprecisestatementofproceduresof
how data are to be collected, instrumentation used, use of chemicals or biological
standards, and limits of detection
E) There should be explicit plans for data storage, preservation, and archiving of
appropriate samples. Considerations should be addressed as to who will be using the
data and the lime frame in which the data will be used.
F)Thedatashould besubjectto quantitative analysisthat both establIshesa basis for
statistical parameters and forms a basis for accepting or rejecting the hypotheses
generated by the resource management concerns.
G) Consideration of the linal products in terms of writlen reports should be given
before the inventory is begun. These products may range from a report written directly
to the Park or the Regional Science Otitce, allicles submitted to the peer reviewed
Ikterature, extensive materials covered in a monograph, or legal depositlow and expert
testimony
This brief article cannot begintocoverinclusivelyall the technical aspectsol inventories, however, these data should represent more than tabulations 01data points in time
and space. The NPS Resource Inventory and Monitoring Program must bedesigned to
integrate the management concerns with a sclentificliechnical effort that Identifies and
quantifies key components of those resources wth some level of ecological understandIng that will allow both scientific comprehenwn and management ~nterpreiation.
Here, we would hke to introduce the term ecological paradigm, defined as a specific
model or set of hypotheses encompassing comprehensive characterization of
resources at the population. community, or ecosystem level of organization. There must
be an ecologIcal basis to the inventories lhat can explain changes in measured
attributes of natural resources due to natural wability, naturally induced change, and
man-induced change.
Examples of natural resource management concerns at different levels 01 bIological
organization and some of the technical aspects associated with specific ecologlcal
paradigms are found in Table 1.
Environmental monitoring 01tmportant natural resources is an extenwn of resource
inventones. The same partnership and general procedures integrating management
and scientific personnel in inventories should be developed to pose questions for
monitoring programs. Resource managers are ultimately responsible for the questions
posed by a monitoring program and final questions as to how the dala WIII be used.
Monitoring, by definition, IS lkmited in magnitude and frequency of data collected.
Resource management should beespecially awareofthe limitsand conflicls lnherentln
any monitortng program. Two general opposing strategies of monitoring are 1) distlngulshing departures lrom standard conditions, detectIons of vlolatlons of standards,
012) establishing changes in condltlons or keyvarlables over time. Thesetwocontrasting activities have confllctlng dala reqwements. Where resources are limited the
enwnmental questions should be elaborated before the monitoring program begins.
This outlIne 01 technical aspects IS not intended to be exhaustive of all powble
aspects of natural resource inventories or environmental monitoring, nor should a
resource inventory in a Park necessarily include all of the items elaborated in the lists.
Inventory and monitoring in the Nal~onal Park System is a relatively new concept and
practice, and one that will vary among parks and evolve with time. These are essential
steps that assign specific roles to resource managers and scientists to help Insure
useful knowledge I” the managing of Park rasourcas.
Herrman is Hydrogeologisf and Boyle is Research Ecologist with the NPS Wafer
Resources Division, Colorado State University, Forf Collins, CD 80523.

knowledge and interpretation vs. Ior legal defense of resources.
C)Atthispo~ntthere will be acomparisonafresourcesavailable and castsagatnst the
prioritized list of natural resourceconcernsaddressed. Ineffect, this step will determine
what tasks can be done. Both resource managers and scienilfic personnel should reach
a cmensus on the content of the final scope of work.
D) The data collectIon should have a Quality Assurance and Quality Control program

Management Inventory Needs

Greenhouse Effect
on Biological Diversity
is Conference Theme
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A Cooperative Approach to Water Quality Management
The Delaware River Experience
By Richard C. Albert and Elizabeth A. Johnson
Water quality management in any Nattonal Park Syslem unit is a complex endeavor involving unique sltuatlons and a myriad of players. The two NPS units along
the Delaware River the Upper Delaware Scenic and
Recreational River (UPDE) and the Delaware Water
Gap National Recreation Area (DEWA) which includes
the MIddIe Delaware Scenlcand Recreational River, are
no exceplions.
Separated by eighl miles of Ihe river, these Two units
arecontained in threestates (New Jersey, New Yorkand
Pennsylvania). two U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency regions. nine counties and numerous municpalities. Both units are wIthIn commuting distance 01the
greater New York City area and rapId development is
occurring adjacent lo their boundaries. The excellent
waterquality, which ISthe baslsforextensive river recreailon. IS threatened by dlrecl and indirect discharge of
treated wastewater unto the scenic river reaches, and
non-point SO”ICBS.
This article describes the evolution of a cooperative
water quality management program that IS atiempting to
address the problems and issues inherent in the NPS
mts along the Delaware River. The partner in this
endeavor 1s the Delaware Rover Basin Commlsslon
(DRBC), afourslate-federal compact agencywth broad
water quallly responslbilitles. Cooperation wilh other
entities in the NPS/DRBC program also is described.
Water Quality Monitoring
The cooperative monilor!ng program IS an oulgrotih
of a DRBC program that began collecting water quality
and biological data in 1969, and NPS concern for water
quality withln its two units. In 1981 DRBC conducted a
water quality survey for input to the first draft Upper
Delaware Scenic and Recrealional River Management
Plan and recommended that UPDE implement a water
quality screening program Instead of the limited fixed
slation monitoring then being proposed. The screen pro.
gram was not implemented at that time.
Meanwhile. DEWA had instituted a beach monitoring
program at several beach areas and was becoming
concerned when occasionally high fecal coliform values
were obtained. In 1982, therefore. DRBC conducted for
the NPS an extensive water quality survey~n the recrealion area. This was the start of a DEWA and DRBC
CooperalIve relationship which has continued togrow. In
1983 the two agenc~as cooperated in a study of a camp
ground complex and developed a proposed jointNPSDRBC waler quality screening program for implementalion in the recreation area on a trial basis. During the
1984 recreation season. 27 trlbutarw and 9 river locatlons were sampled weekly or biweekly. Evaluation of
Ihe program showed it to be effective.
The SUCCESS
of the 1984 lrial program led to expansion of the program in 1985 to include the UPDE and lhe
eight miles of intervening wer During Ihe 1985 recreation season, baselIne data were acquired on 88 tributaries and river locatIons. A sampling frequency of
weekly to biweekly was maintained with the result that a
iotalof550stat~on-visitswere made by NPS (DEWAand
UPDE) and DRBC personnel. In 1986.406 stalion-wsts
were made to 93 sampling siles and, in 1987, 340 stabon-visits were made to over 70 locations. The decline in
siatlon-visits reflects some reorientation of the program
to pr~or~tyareas and to spew1 sludtes such as the 1987
sedimenl toxic-s survey, which sampled 17 locattons.

The latter was funded iointlv bv the Mid-Atlantic R&n
’
’
and DRBC
The philosophy of the water quality screening
approach proqram is to conduct extensive areawide
sampling with few parameters but lrequent sampling
and many sampling sites. Eight primary parameters are
used toobtain waterquality”fingerprints”:fecal col~form,
fecal streptococcus. dissolved oxygen. pH. conducfiwty,
water temperature, rainfall. and benlhic organisms.
Numerous water quality problems have been Identified
by this method and a basellne suliable lor evaluating
trends has been obtained.
Cooper&n
wth other monltorlng agencies IS
obtained in four primary ways:
1. through normal day-lo-day nteracl!cns behwn
agency staff
2. throughlhepublicationolannual reportsoffindings,
which sollctt slate follow up surveys where problems are
noted;
3. by providing assistance to other programs when
requested; and,
4 through the periodic conduct 01water quality work.
shops.
A water quality workshop in 1988 was attended by
approximately 50 persons representIng federal, slate,
and local governmental agencles and citizen organizations that operate in the scenic wars area. The purpose
waslolearn what ISbeing done in the region and howthe
different organizations could help one another. The
NPS-DRBC program has obtaIned good cooperation
from other agencies by designing a program that augments their existing monitoring efforts and offers se{vices that are useful to them (e.g., the annual reports,
periodic workshops and the 1987 toxics survey).
Scenic Rivers Water Resources
Management Planning
While serving a useful function. water quality monitor.
ing does not prevent water quality problems lrom occurring. In the Delaware River NPS units. particularly

St. Anthony Falls hydraulic lab sieve, used 10 colle;
sediment samples ior tows aoafyses. J~IS sample in
fhe Upper Delaware Sceorc and Recreational River
was very high (II arsenic.
DEWA at this time. patentlal pollution from sources outsideofpark boundaries ISacritical we. For example, a
new treatment plant recently began discharging ~nlothe
8-mile sectlon of river between the Upper and Middle
Delaware Scenic and Recreational Rivers. More
recently, DEWA received the llrst two of potentially many
requests for right-of-way permits to cross NPS land in
order to discharge significant quanlll~es of wastewater
Into the Middle Delaware Scenic and Recreational River,
The increase in development also raises concern lor
non-point wrce~. A joint NPS-DRBC scenic rivers
planning effort lor DEWA has, theretore, been initi-

Future wafer qualify problems coda jeoparoae scewes lrke this

ated to address both current and future water qual.
ity issues and possible management changes.
In order lo develop the DEWA waler quality management plan, a formal Memorandum of Undersiandlng was
signed by the DRBC and the NPS (DEWA and Water
Resources Division). Major inputtotheplanningprocess
will be obtained from the local, county, stale and federal
agencies operaflog in the three-stale area draining to
DEWA. State and federal patilcipation will be accompllshed thro”gh”seoftheDRBC
Water Quality Advisory
Committee and personal contacts.
The obfectives of the joint planning effort are predicatedonthafacl that(l) the Middle DelawareScenicand
Recrealional River could be classified by the stales and
DRBC as an “Outstanding National Resource Waters”
as defined by U.S. EPA anti-degradation policies. (2) its
NatIonal Wild and Scenic Rivers design&on mandates
special concern for waler quality protection, (3) existing
waterquality Isgenerally hlgherlhan required by existing
standards. and (4) Ihe recreational use of the river
requires high levels of water quality. If existlog water
qualdy standards, programs and anti-degradation policies do not adequately protect existing or future water
quality, potential management recommendations vill be
developed by the planning process and recommended
lor implementation by the various water quality agenc~as, Including DRBC.
In order to focus the water quality management planning effort. descriptive land “se themes have been
detalled on mylar overlays to USGS 7.5 min quadrangles. These themes include exisling property lines,
watersheds, proposed and active development. open
areas, wetlands. public lands, and zoning for iownshlps
adjacent to the park. A DBase Ill program is being developed to describe attrIbutes of these themes The
altfibules w-11Include numbers of struciures. land use
(commercial, residential, elc.), population densives, and
types of water and sewer These will be used to analyze
the amount of development (and pollul~on) rhal wll or IS
OccurrIng !n a parbcular watershed in order to pinpolnt
potentlal problems for existing and future conditions,
These spatial data will become parf of a geographic
InfOrmatIOn System currently belog eslablished at
DEWA. The GIS WIIIbe used with water qualify assessments (including the development of a predictive model)
and assessments 01the existing management functions
of various levels 01 government in order lo develop rec.
ommendatlons. It is assumed that policies, recommendations, and potenflal water quality standards that are
developed by the DEWA planning effort may be applicable to the UPDE as well.
Summary Conclusions
The NPS Delaware Rwer units are wolved with Ihe

book review
Damming the Delaware: The Rise and Fall of Tacks
Island Dam. Richard C. Albert. 1987. The Pennsylvania State University Press. University Park, PA.
202 p,
The Delaware River is neither a large war nor a long
river Itsdrainage area is modestand it lackssomeol the
grandeur01 the world’s “great” weis. Yet, this river has
contributed signillcantly to the history of this nation,
Indeed, tf the Delaware River hadn’t served as an obstacle to the Brltlsh pursuit of General WashIngton’s army
after the fall 01 New York City, many of us might be
collectlog our paychecks from Brttaln’s Countryside
Commission rather than the National Park Serwce!
Today, Ihe malnstem of Ihe Delaware River remains
“ndammed, despite the fact that the river and its trlbu-

2 New Pubs Discuss
1987 NRM Highlights,
Air Quality Findings

Field test bemg conducted on Defawe Rwer water by
a De/aware River Basin Commission sfaff member
Delaware River Basin Commission in a cooperawe pro.
gram that is becoming Increasingly sophlsticated. This
program IS mutually beneficial and cost-efflaent. The
cooperation has been successful because: (1) each
agency is accorded equal partnership status; (2) common obJectIves are recognized; (3) a spirit of cooperation exists among all agency participants; (4) the pro.
gram has been allowed toevolvenaturally in responseto
resources and concerns, and (5) the program is
designed to complement the programs of other agenues.
Albert is Supervising Engrneez Water Quaiiry Planning and Analysis Section, Delaware Rwer Basin Commission. Johnson IS Resource Management Speciaiisf,
The Delaware Waler Gap NRA.
Additional Reading
Aiberl, RX. “Effechve Low-Cost Areawide Water Dualrty Monrtonng.“ln Lake and Reservoir Management,
Volume II. North American Lake Managemenf Societv, 1986.
Delaware River Basin Commiwon. Report No. 10
Upper Delaware Summer Llmnological Program. Prepared in cooperation with the National Park Service.
Includes findings of 1987 baseline and toxics sampling and the DRBC-NPS Memorandum of Under.
standmg Ior development of the DEWA wafer
reso”rces pian. 1988.
laries provide drinking water to more than 10 percent of
the U.S. populations. Situated along the borders of the
populous states of New York. New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Delaware, the wei also serves as an exceptional
recreation reso”rce within easy reach of more than 20
million Americans. Two units of the NatIonal Park Ser.
vice, Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area and
Upper Delaware Scenic and Recreational River, are
located along the upper and middle reaches of the mainstem of the Delaware River.
Damming the Delaware is a fascinating account 01
‘200 years of water management. The history of the
Tacks island Dam project, which was to have created a
major reservoir in what is now Delaware Water Gap
Na!ional Recreation Area, IS traced from an early 1783
anti-dam treaty, through multiple U.S. Supreme Court
decisions (1931, 1954) and a highly emotional 1970s
enwonmental controversy. to a historic “Good Faith”
agreement, in which the low slates withIn the Delaware

‘Only a samplings of the natural reso”rces management activities conducted in NatIonal ParksItes during
FY 1987 is presented in the newly published Highlights of Nalurai Resources Management, according
to Editor Donna O’Leary of the NPS Air Quality Dinslon !n Denver. But the brief accounts contained are
intended to represent the Service’s diverse natural
resource management acttvities. For those desirlog
more detailed information on a particular project, contacts are llsted in the 54.page report.
Air Oualily KI the National Parks, a summary of
findlngs from the NPS Air Quality Research and
Monitoring Program, is a nearly 100 page document
that details the Program’s responsibilities and actlvIties, describes “visibility,” discusses effects of visual
air quality on visitor experience, discusses criteria pal.
lutants in NPS units. reports on air pollution effects
on biological resources, and reviews NPS partlcipatlon in protection of air quality resources.
Twenty-three figures, many I” full color, and a foldout table of the visual range at NPS visibility monitorIng sites from Summer 197810 Fall 1984 are included.

We Promised If It’s Almost Ready
Natural Resource Publications Coordinator
Donna O’Leary is putting the final touches on
a new directory of NPS personnel who spend
50 percent or more of their time in research
and/or natural resource management.
Remember that old yellow book with the
owl, the whale, the fox and the blghorn sheep
on the cover? The one that said 1980 Science
and Technology Directory? That’s the one you
can throw away now along with ail the scotch
tape that’s been holding it together for the past
4 or 5 years.
Furthermore, Donna promises an update
every year Personnel will be listed by name,
by region (and WASO), by title, and by discip
line, for easiest access no matter what your
need
Distribution will be made through each Region’s Chief Scientist.

River basin dewed a new formula for the equitable
apportionment of the basin’s water. The book provides
InsIght Into the water polibcs of four states (New York,
New Jersey. Pennsylvania, and Delaware), two cities
(New York City and Philadelphia), and the federal government, as well as the influence of the enwronmental
mOvemen Over major public works projects. The book
also provides a history of the establishment of the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area and the Middle Delaware Scenic and Recreational River, the latter of
which was created to keep the Tacks Island Dam from
being built in the National Recreation Area.
Damming the Delaware is a thoroughly researched
and well written synthesis of public record, which serves
as an waluable political case study As such, It should
beof Interest to National Park Service policy makers and
managers as well as to water resource professionals
Mark D. Flora
NPS Water Resources D;visw

Fifth Triennial Conference on Research in the National Parks and Equivalent
Reserves and Third Triennial Meeting of the George Wright Society
By Kathy Hiett and R. Roy Johnson
The Fifth Triennial Conference on Research in the
National Parks and Equivalent Reserves and Third
Triennial Meeting of the George Wright Society WIII
be held Nov. 14.18,1988, at the Holiday InnBroadway,
181 W. Broadway, Tucson, AZ 85701, in cooperation
with the National Park Service. Friday afternoon. Nov.
18. has been reserved for groups wishing to hold post
conference meetings. Saturday, Nav. 19. has been set
aside for an optional field trip to Organ Pipe Cactus
National Monument (an International Biosphere Reserve). Co-sponsors of this year’s conference and
meeting include: National ParksandConservatton Association (NPCA), Friends of Pronatura, American
Water Resources Association, and the North American Riparian Council.
The George Wright Society is a non-profit, interinstitutional, educatIonal, and scientific organization
dedicated to the protection, preservation, and management of cultural and natural parks and reserves
through research and education. To aid in these goals
the Society publishes the Forum, a quarterly journal
in which members and others may contribute and exchange articles, philosophies, and ideas related to
these areas.
This year’s conference will stress the role of natural
sciences, anthropology, social sciences, and history
I” the protection and enjoyment of natural and cultural
resources in parks and resews. The theme is “Parks
and Neighbors: Maintaining Diversity Across Political
Boundaries.” Sessions include plenary, mini-symposia, workshop, and poster and will be conducted
by representatives selected from natural and cultural
resource management, sciences and mterpretation,
and operations and adminlstration. TOPICSwill cover
inventory and monitoring, resource management, interpretation of cultural and natural wsou~cas. global
change, parks and adjacent lands, biodiverslty. cultural diversity, recreation and sociology. The publIshed
proceedings WIII consist only of plenary session papers. Abstracts will be required with the submission
of mlr-symposia proposals and for contributed papers for the poster sessions.
A presentation by NPCAVice President (for Consw
vation), D&y Jarvis and the NPCA Commission on
Research and Resource Management Policy in the
NP System is one of the featured events. Following
an open plenary session with NPCA and the Commassoon, workshops will provide dialogues on various a%
pects of the Commission’s flndings and their 1988 repoti. The second afternoon of the conference WIII I”elude a field trip to Saguaro National Monument to
examine local land use issues and problems facing
park personnel. researchers, and adjacent urban developers. The 1988 NPS Resource Management
Trainee Class wll be attending this year’s conference
as part of their curriculum. An evening, special emphasis, resource management workshop Session has
been programmed with speakers Ro Wauer, Virgin
Islands, founder of the Resource Management
Trainee Program and Tom Gavin, Western Region,
who has proposed forming a resource management
section of the George Wright Society.
Authors of recent books on the NatIonal Park St-rvice, former NPS Director, George B. Hartzog and Dr.
Alston Chase will present plenary addresses to conference parllclpants as well as open public sessions
about their books. Regional Chief Scientists and all

NPS-CPSU Unit Leaders will hold meetings also, in
conjunction with the fall conference.
Participation by agencies and persons outslde the
NPS is encouraged. Early registration for attending
the conference is due by Oct. 15. For further conference information and registration procedures please
contact either Roy Johnson or Kathy Hiett c/o National

Park Service-CPSU/UA 125 BIological SciencesEast, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721. or by
calling (602) 629.6896 or (602) 621-1174. For Cultural
Resources information, contact: Dr. Melody Webb c/o
National Park Service-Southwest Regional Office. Old
Santa Fe Trail, PO. Box 728, Santa Fe, NM 87501 or
phone FTS 476-1787.

Conservation Biology in Hawaii
Gets Initiative Support
NPS scientists Chuck Stone and Lloyd Loope were
among 16 invited pallicipants at the inaugural meeting
on June l-2 in Honolulu of the Hawati Conservation
Biology lnltiative (HCBI), hosted by The Nature Conservancy of Hawail (TNCH). Initiation of this program
was made possible by a $500,000 grant to TNCH by
the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.
As envisloned by the TNCH proposal tothe MacArthur
Foundation. HCBI will be a project shaped by the
Hawaiian and international conservation communlties, for which TNCH will serve as a “catalyst:’
Its aim is at fulfilling an urgent need for promoting and
coordinating conservation-related research throughout Hawaii.
Meeting participants supported the concept of regarding the $500,000 MacArthur grant as “seed
money” for a much larger project that will depend on
active participation of many individuals and agencies

mvolved r HawaiIan natural resource conservation.
Initial funding WIII be used 1) to begin to develop a
network of research stations to support conservation
biology in the islands and 2) to provide seed money
to initiate lmporlant research prefects. One appointed
committee WIII investigate how and where to proceed
with the research station network. Another WIII refine
a process for the program of conservation research
grants, requesting proposals in September and wwwing them in January 1989. A third commlttee will
Investigate furlher the appropriate bureaucratic structure of HCBI.
Participants were optimistic about possiblllties for
obtaining fundmg to support greatly expanded research on Hawaiian conservation biology. Scientists
withln the islands and on the mainland can be recrulted for this work given a reasonable amount of
funding and log~stlcal support

meetings of interest
1988
October 11-13, SAGIS/GRASS
USERS CONFERENCE
FOR NPS PERSONNEL, at
Shenandoah
NP. Contact: Allison Teeter, Shenandoah
NP; (707) 999.2243.
November 2-4, EXOTIC PEST PLANTS, THEIR BIOLOGY, ECOLOGY, AND MANAGEMENT, at University
of Miami, Marine Science Center; Contact,
Robert F Doran,
Dan Beard Center, Everglades
NP, PO. Box 279, Homestead,
FL 33030.
November 10-13, THIRD CHIHUAHUAN DESERT SYMPOSIUM, at Sul Ross University
in Alpine, Tex. Contact: John Bissonnette.
professor
of wildlife research, Utah State
Univ.. Logan, UT 84322-5210.
November 1418, CONFERENCE
ON SCIENCE IN THE PARKS, sponsored by the
George Wright Society in cooperation
with the National Park Service and co-chaired
by R. Roy Johnson,
Leader of the NPSiCPSU
at University
of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
85721, (602) 762.6501
and James Judge, Director, Fort Burgwin Research
Center,
PO. Box 300. Ranchos
de Taos. NM 87557. ., (5051 758-8322.
1989
March B-10, TENTH ANNUAL PARK AND RECREATION ENFORCEMENT AND VISITOR PROTECTION WORKSHOP, at Illinois Branch State Park, Zion, IL, conducted
by the Texas Agricultural Extension Service, Texas A & M at College Station, TX
77843.2261.
Contact Bruce E. Wicks, (409) 845.5418.
March 15-18, LINKING LANDSCAPE STRUCTURE TO ECOSYSTEM PROCESSES,
the Fourth Annual Landscape Ecology symposium, sponsored
by the U.S. Regional Assn. of the International
Assn. of Landscape
Ecology, at Colorado
State
Univ., Fort Collins. Contact:
Dr. lngrid C. Burke, Natural Resources
Ecology Lab,
Colorado
State U, Fort Collins, CO 80523. (303) 491.1620. November
15, 1986 is
the deadline
for abstracts.
May 18-20, RESTORATION AND PRESERVATION OF GREAT LAKES COASTAL
ECOSYSTEMS. SDonsored
bv Indiana
Dunes National
Lakeshore
and IllinoisIndiana Sea Grant: chaired bykon
Hiebert; at Indiana Dunes NL, 1100 N. Mineral
Springs Rd., Porter, IN6 46304; (219) 926-7561.
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regional
highlights
Rocky Mountain Region
A regional Research Catalog conla!nlng a listing 01all
natural, cultural and social science research needs has
been printed and distributed. All regional NPS units
listed specific research needs aswell as available facility
and admlnlstrative support withln the park. The Idea ISto
request “free” help from outside agencies, universities,
and the private sector in resolwng park research related
issues. A limited number of copies are available from Dr.
Robert Schlller (303-969.2652, FTS-327.2652).
t I *
A peregrine falcon monitoring workshop was held on
April 18-22 in Grand Junction, Cola. Approximately 50
participants represented NPS units in the Rocky Mountain and the Southwest Regions, as well as BLM, USFS,
FWS, and the Stales of Colorado and Utah. Workshop
objectives included a discussion and presentation of
field techniques, discussion of populai~on status, and
specilic peregrine falcon projects. The workshop
included supervised field work in searching Ior new
eyries and observing occupied sites whtle particlpatlng
in annual lield and monitoring surveys. The workshop
may be repealed at intervals over the next few years.
. I *

NY, He served for four years as an assistant research
scientist in the Dept. oi Soil and Environmental Sciences
al U/Cal, Riverside, and briefly as a researchconsultant
for Syracuse University. Nodvin replaces Peter S. White,
who transferred lo U/NC, Chapel Hill, over a year and a
half ago.

Midwest Region
Mike Ruggiero, formerly Chief Scientist of the Midwest Region, became chief of the Wildlife and Vegetatlon Division at NPS headquarlers in Washington, D.C.
on August 1. Gary Willson, Regional Ecologist, will be
acting Chief Scientist until the position is lilled.
I t I
As the result of a 3.year study of rare species in 19
Midwest Region parks, the Regional Science Office has
initiated the following research projects designed to provide parks adequate baseline informatIon on the dls.
tribution on biology of selected rare species:
Evaluation of piping plover habitat in National Park
Units in the Great Lakes Area; reintroduction of peregrine falcons to Isle Royale; distribution. abundance,
and habitat analysis of lreshwater mussels 01 the Saint
Croix and Namekagon, Saint 001x; determination of
cave ground-water sources in three caves with
endangered batsalOzark;populalionecologyand
management recommendations for Lesquerelia filiformis at
Wilson’s Creek; mapping and monitoring of populations
of C;rswm pifcheri at Pictured Rocks, Sleeping Bear
Dunes, and Indiana Dunes; and population regulation in
Isle Royale wolves.
t I t

From Cliff Martinka, Chief Sclentisl at Glacier NP,
comes a letter with a handsome brown card: “Thought
you might be interested in our atlempi to develop and
communicate an organizational philosophy for science:’
The card, actual size 2’ x 4”, is shown here.

The sociology project crew, consisting of Becki VanCleave, Bill Beard, and Brian Daum. has been collecting
trail use data over the past three months on a variety of
trail segments. Day use patterns are being monitored
along 7 trails and locations. Monitoring equipment
includes pressure sensitive mat counters buried in the
trail, electric eye counters, and electric eye-triggered
cameras. Questionnaires are collected al trailheads and
parking lot counts were taken al hourly intervals. A protocol IS being developed for use 01 remote monitoring
equipment for long-term, parkwide monitoring of batI
users as part of the larger Inventory and Monitoring of
Human Resources program.

A Science Philosophy

Pacific Northwest

The Rocky Mountain Region is pleased to announce
establishment of a new NPS Cooperative Park Studies
IJnitalColoradoState Uwersity. FortCollins. Thedlrectar will be responsible for the science program for all
NPS units within the state of Colorado An announce.
ment for the pasitlon will appear this fall.
t . .

_

Tennessee CPSU
Gets New Leader

A reprint from Northwest Science (Vol. 61, No. 4,
1987, 220-225) on “Roosevelt Elk Density in OldGrowth Forests of Olympic NP” is available from Olympic NP, 600 E. Park Ave., Port Angeles, WA 98362. The
authors, D.B. Houston, B.B. Moorehead, and R.W.
Olson, describe and evaluate two years (1985.86) of
censusing Roosevelt elk from a helicopter in the dense
old-growlh forests of Olympic NP
t t *

Dr. Stephen C. Nodvin has been appointed director of
the Cooperative Park Studies Unit at UWnn, Knoxville
Nodvin, 35, most recently served as assistant research
professor of ecology in the Dept. of Geological Sciences, U/Maine, Orona. He hasworked on studies vary
ing from the chemistry of pristine lakes in the High Sierra
of California to the effects of lorest disturbance on land
snails in New England. His papers have appeared in
zoology, soil science and water resources fournals. Of
the proceedings and publications he has written, several
deal with the effects of acid precipitation.
Nodvin earned a bachelors degree in biology at
Emory Uwersity in Atlanta, and his PhD in ecology and
evoluttonary biologyin1983aiCorne~I University, Ithaca.

A mammoth tusk, dated from 10,000 to 40,000 years
ago(giveortakeafewthousands)wasstumbledon
by a
dental technician from Eugene, Ore., during a Memorial
Day weekend hike along Bridge Creek, 3 miles south of
the Painted Hllls Unit of John Day Fossil Beds National
Monument. Merle Simmons, who spotted the tusk sticking out of the earthen creek bank, called John Day and
contacted Ted Fremd, NPS museum speaal$stipaleontologist, who helped stabilize the find.
Fremd notified Archeologist Suzanne Crowley
Thomas of the Bureau of Land Management, on whose
land the fossil was discovered. NPS had signed in 1987
a cooperative agreement wtth BLM, under which NPS
provides curatorial and paleontological services for
15

management of fossil resources found on BLM lands
within the John Day basin and BLM provides specimen
cabinets in whlchthe finds ara kept at park headquarters
in dedicated storage rooms.
The comparatively recent age of the mammoth tusk
(thought to belong to a Columbian mammoth - somewhat larger than the wooly mammoth) makes it of linle
interest to the John Day collection, but Fremd contacted
a Portland Stale University paleontologist, David Taylor,
who is planning to set up a Northwest Museum of Nate.
ral History, where the tusk might eventually be di+
played. BLM lands - especially those north of the John
Day Fossil Beds NM’s Sheep Rock Unit-are rich in
ancient Iossils, and the BLM-NPS agreement is facilitating the handling and disposition of finds in these areas.
t . .
The1987AnnualScienceReportforthePacificNotihwest region is now available lrom Ron Hyra, editor,
Pacific NW Region, NPS, 33 King St., Seattle, WA
98104. The 145 page document lists all research that
has taken place in PNR parks, publications that have
resulted from this research, and the names and
addresses of investigators.

Water Resources Division
A workshop on the effects 01 acid rain and a~ pollutants todesertparkareaswas heldin Tucson May 16.18,
1988, coordinated by the Water Resources and the Air
Quality Divisionsanddesigned todetermine what isand
is not known about the effects 01air pollutants on desert
natural and cultural resources.
The 31 who attended included representatives lrom 17
parks and 3 regional offices. Major concems dealt with
the lollowing: The sizeable but unquantified amount of
dry depositionof sulfur and nitrogen oxides;theviriually
unknown but potentially serious effects of ozone, sulfur,
and nitrogen oxldes and acid rain on desert plants; the
possibility that the ephemeral aquatic h&tats found in
desert potholds also are at risk.
Monitoring and bioassay experiments to determine
the eflects of air pollutants on these and cultural
resources were recommended. A proceedings from this
workshop will be produced through the WAS0 Office of
Natural Resources.
t I r
Jill Baron, a Research Ecologist with the Waler
Resources Division at Fort Collins, will be on sabbatical
through July 1989. The sabbatical, arranged through
Colorado State University, is designed to allow Baron to
write a monograph on the results 01 an eight-year
research project having to do with effects of acidic atmospheric deposition on the biogeochemical processes 01
Loch Vale watershed, an alpine/subalpine drainage in
Rocky Mountain NP

Southeast Region
In his article “Restoring the Bald Eagle” (American
Scientist, May-June 1988 issue), NPS Research Bialogist Ted Simons describes the efforts of a cooperative
project involving the Sutton Avian Research Center, the
states of Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi,
Oklahoma and North Carolina, the University 01 Florida,
the USFWS and NPS to restore populations of bald
eagles (Haliaeerus leucocephalus) in the southeastern
U.S. The project is divided into three phases - egg
recycling, captive propagatton, and hacking-and seeks
lo establish 90 new nests in the Southeast, according to
USFWS’S Southeastern States Bald Eagle Recovery
Plan. Gull Islands NS, where Simons is stationed, is one
of five hacking sites under the program.
Continued
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Simons, the Gulf Islands, and the southeaslern bald
eagle restoration project also are the locus of a full-color
feature adicle published in the national Life magazine
(“Intothe Air, LinleBaldies!“by Michael Wallis, May1966
we). Copies of both the American Scientist and Life
articles can be had by writing to Ted Simon& Gulf
Islands National Seashore, 3509 Park Road, Ocean
Springs, MS 39564.
t . I)
In cooperation with the USDA Forest Service’s Spruce
Fir Cooperative, GRSM researchers have been involved
inan intenswongoingstudyoftheeffectofatmospheric
pollutants on eastern spruce-fir ecosystems. The 66
permanent vegetation plots established within the park
will provide resource managers with site-specific information on the brological health of the park’s 16,000
acres of spruce-fir forests. Plots are in their fifth consecutive year of evaluation; annual data on growth, martalky, foliar symphonology, and regeneration success
will be analyzed this fall.
Spruce-fir crews also have been documenting occur.
rence of rare and endangered plant populations indigenous to high elevation forests. This information is being
forwarded on to appropriate personnel for inclusion in
the parks new Natural Heritage Data Base.
(I t t
To provide “ground truth” for a vegetation type map
made from Landsat Imagery, a crew of SIX people
sampled vegetation (trees only) at approxtmately 270
nanpermanently marked points in GRSM, divided
equally among three topographic quadrangles in the
eastern, western, and central portions of the park. The
data will be analyzed (a) to derive vegetation type
names for the 14 types depicted in the satellite imagery
and (b) to describe the species variability wrthin each of
the designated vegetation types.
. I 1
Scientists and resource managers in the Caribbean
and Western Atlantic are working together on a 3-5 year
project funded primarily by the NPS to establish long
term assessment programs for coral reefs under NPS
jurisdrction in Florrda and the U.S. Virgin Islands as a
basis for more elective management. In April 1966, Dr.
Caroline S. Rogers, Research Scientist for the Virgin
Islands NP, coordinated a meeting of 25 scientists and
managersof marineprotectedareas todiscusspriorities
for long-term monitoring and to recommend appropriate
methods and approaches. It was agreed that long-term
assessment of coral reefs should take place at three
levels: 1) routine gathering of data on basic environmental parameters such as temperature, salinity, and turbidlty; 2) tracking of benthic reef organisms with a combination of photographic and transecffquadrat methods
and documentation of fish populations; and 3) experi.
mental research on system components following
detectron of change. Recent Caribbean-wide events
have underscored the need for a regional, long-term
approach to reef studies. Better understanding of reef
dynamics will help in differentiating human and natural
causes of disturbance.
. . .
On July 9.lOthe Southeast Region helda workshopto
discuss sea turtle management objectrves. Participants
(ranging from Natural Resources Management Specialists to Interpreters) discussed sea turlle biology, nest
protectron, research and strandings rn the parks There
are 11 parks in the region that play a role in the recovery

of sea turtle. The USFWS’s sea turtle coordinator from
the southeast participated.
t * t

weekly applications on non-target species, secondary
aquatic productwity and fish growth.
* 1 I

Flonda panther research is being expanded to include
Big Cypress in FY69. Panther research in Everglades is
continuing as planned. This year we radio-wllared one
additional adultfemaleto brrng the radio-collared total to
six. Unfortunately, this year, one adult female died of
natural causes and one sub-adult female was hit by a
motor vehicle outside of the park. The physical recovery
of panther #23 IS going well and we hope to place her
back into the wild.

An incorrect address was given in the Summer rssue
of ParkScience for obtaining the publication”lnventory
and fmpact Monitoring for River Campsites Within the
Delaware Water Gap NRA:’ The correct address is JeH
Marion, Star Route 36, Mrlford, PA 16337.

I 1 I
Stephen CoferShabica. Oceanographer, was transferred from Biscayne NP to the NPS Cooperative Park
Study Unit at the University of Georgia Stephen is cow
dinating a five-year $4.6 million monitoring program at
Cumberland Island NS. The U.S. Navy funded program
IS a multi-agency effort required because of the Kings
Bay Naval Station being built adjacent to Cumberland
Island.
. . .
From John Peine, Associate SERO Director for Science and Natural Resources, come the following highlights from Great Smoky (GRSM) Mountains NP:
The ozone fumigation project, now ending its second
year, is an attempt to determine the extent of ozone
pollution and itseffectson many ofthe 1,500 nahve plant
species found in the park. Scientists at Uplands Field
Research Lab, funded by the NPS Air Quality Division,
are workrng with Jim Renfrom, lead biological technician
on the project. Ozone injury has been recorded on
nearly 20 species and plans are to collect specimens
and expose them to the four treatments of ozone to
verify the injury as ozone-caused. Species targeted for
testing in 1969.90 include Fraser magnolia, blackcherry,
sassatras, yellowwood, black locust, basswood, sweetgum. sycamore, milkweed, coneflower, blackeyed
Susan, dwarf dandelion, galax, blackberry, huckleberry,
Caly’s bentgrass, flame azalea, and clematis
. t I
From Jim Wood, NPS technical publications editor,
comes word that two new Servicewide scientific monographsare now in pressand will beavailablefordistribulion thts Fall:
Scientific Monograph Serves No. 18, Visual Preferences of Travelers Along the Blue Ridge Parkway by
Francis P Noe and Willkam E. Hamntn.
Scientific Monograph Series No. 19, The Forest
Communities of Mount Rainier National Park by Jerry
F Franklin, William H. Moir, Miles A. Hemstrom, Sarah E.
Greene and Bradley G. Smith.

Mid-Atlantic Region
The Region welcomesChris Andressasits new Chief
of the Dlvisron of Resource Management and Visitor
Protection. Chris formerly was Chief Ranger at Petrified
Forest NP We alsowelcome GordonOlsonto thepostof
Resource Management Specklist at Ass&ague Island
NS and Chuck Barat as Resource Manager at
Petersburg National Banlefied.
I * .
Researchers are closely monitoring effects of West
Virginia’s eHorts to control black flies in the region
around New River Gorge National River. Over NPS
objections, special legtslation initiated by Senator Byrd
of West Virgirva approved the spraying of Bti, a bacterium, for up to 6 years over the New River within park
boundaries. Researchersareevaluating effectsof these
16

Western Region
From Charles Douglas, unrt leader of the CPSU at
UMV-Las Vegas, comes word of five technical reports
now available:
Leary P.J. 1966. Plant succession after tire, Hunter
Mountain, Death Valley National Monument II. CPSUi
UNLV No. 034106, 20 pp.
Longshore, K.M. and C.L. Douglas. 1966. Vegetational
recovery following burro removal in Death Vaby
NafioonalMonument. CPSUiUNLV No. 035/04,36 pp.
Leary, PJ. 1987. Survey of endangered plants, Joshua
iree National Monument. CPSUAJNLV 037/01,26 pp.
Douglas, C.L. and H.D. Hiatt. 1967. Food habits of
burros in Deafh Valley CPSUIUNLV 006146, 25 pp.
Annual Report. 1967.
t . .
Clifford Smith, Directorofthe UiHawt CPSU, reports
publication by the CPSU of Freshwater Bards by
Winston E. Banko. The History of Endemic Hawatian
Birds, published as Report #12, is in four pads: 12A,
Hawaiian Gallinule Alae-‘ula. 136 pp.: 128, Koloa-maoli.
165 pp.; 12C. Hawairan Coot Alae-‘ke’oke’o. 206 pp.;
and 12D. Hawaiian Stilt Ae’o + Biblrography. 421 pp.
. t t
Donald Gardner, research scientrst at the NPSICPSU.
Univ. of Hawaii, spent April-August 1966 on temporary
duty at the Dept. of Plant Pathology at NC State Unrv.,
Raleigh, NC. Gardner is a plant pathologist working on
biocontrol of allen plants in Hawaiian parks.
The noxious bramble species most wrdespread in
Hawail was introduced from the southeastern U.S.,
where it IS attacked by a rust fungus disease. Gardner
took tunings from the Hawian population, as well as
those of two endemic Hawaiian Rubus specres, to North
Carolina. where heevaluated theabllityafthedisease to
attack this material. Potentral biocontrol agents for
fayatree, origrnally from the Azores and Madeira and a
close relative of wax myrtle in the Southeast, and
broomsedge, a bunchgrass also native to North Amer.
ica, are being sought. Both fayatree and broomsedge
are aggressive weeds in Hawaiian parks.
t t t
Interpretive Specialist Marty Lane and Research Scientist Chuck Stone (Hawari Volcanoes NP) presented
sessions on the park at NPS Critical Natural Resources
Issues course at Mather Training Center III May. They
had taught the course in 1967 also, but this time they
assisted course director Dave Dahlen with course logistics as well. The course placed special emphasis on
biodiversity, with discussions and case histories of other
resource issues. Stone and Lane are presenting sessions on Island Biology at the NPS Interpretive Conference in San Diego in October.
. 1 I
From Dave Parsons, NPS Research Scientist at
Sequoia-King’s Canyon NPs (SEKI). we hear:
“Our ongoing Cooperative Agreement on Giant
Sequoia Fire History with the Laboratory of Tree Ring
Continued
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A recent issue of BioScience, 38(7), is devoted 10
biological diversity conservation and contains an arlicle
by Christine Schonewald-Cox. NPS Research Scientist
at the U/Cal Davis CPSU. She presents a conceptual
model to show how many natural reserves have shrunk
in the face of developments, human competition for
resources, and changes in political Ideologies. Exam.
pies from Redwoods NP in California and Organ Pipe
Cactus NM in Arizona suggest that “buffer areas” outside reserves are required to maintain the integrity of
natural resowce~ and processes within the reserves.

entomology group leader for the PNW region of the
USFS The current outbreak began about 20 years ago
and is being contained by thinning of dense tree stands
to slow the beetle’s spread.
The long-term solution involves bettermanagementof
lodgepole pine, white pine, and second growth ponderosa pine. The beetles thrive on old, dense stands of
such trees, so managers need to keep stands thinned.
In the past, forest fires have helped thin lodgepole
stands and keep beetle populations down. Ironically,
better forest fire fighting and prevention have helped
preserve the Northwest’s second growth stands and
this, in turn, has helped the mountain pine beetle kill
those same trees and spawn more forest fires.
Steve Woodwardof the (Portland) Oregonian staff put
together thls picture of the tree-slayer.

k
Nature can present some really knotty, frustrating.
circular problems.
A beetle not much bigger than a grain of rice is busy
chewing up the trees in a 1.4 millIon acreareaof Oregon
and parts of Washington. The MountaIr Pine Beetle
[Deodroctonus mooficolae) lives in mountainous
regions of Wyoming, Montana. Idaho, Nevada, California, Oregon, Washington and British Columbia and
dines primarily on white, lodgepole, and sugar pines.
Last year about 1.6 million acres of lodgepole, ponderosa and white pine were kllled by the beetle in
Oregon and Washington, according to lral Ragenowch,

Regional Highlights, Continued
Research at U/AZ has found that Sequoiadendron
gigaofeum ISan excellent recorder of fire scars. We are
in the process of developing an unprecedented several
thousand year fire chronology for several locations
within the sequoia mixed-conifer forest zone of SEKI. In
conjunction with an in-house studyofsequoia age strutture in the same locales we expect to unravel an exciting
story of the role of disturbance (both tire and climate) in
determining forest structure. This work has been funded
by WAS0 NRPP and WR Natural Science funds in
response to numerow questions that have been
recently raised regarding the proper role of fire in
sequoia forests. I WIIIreport further on this exciting work
in the near future:’
Gary M. Fellers and Charles A. Drost presented a
paper entitled “Distribution, density and population status of island night lizards on Santa Barbara Island, California’ at a symposium on Management of Amphibians,
Reptiles, and Small Mammals in North America. Their
research has shown that this Federally-list lizard is notably abundant in its preferred habitat at Channel Islands
National Park and the lizards are in no danger of becoming extinct. An 82.page report documents these findings.
+ . .
Point Reyes National Seashore is in the second year
of a Peregrine hacking program. Three fledglings were
released in both 1987and 1988ata hacksite in aremote
araaof the park. The project is jointly sponsored by the
National Seashore, Peregrine Fund and the Santa Cruz
Predatory Bird Group.

Takes Wing,“describing the most successful summer in
decades for the productloo of peregrine chicks in the
state. Biologists estimate that at least six nests produced chicks in 1988 for a possible total of 16 additional
new birds.
The Department’s expenditure for peregrine recovery
this year amounted to $9,000, spent in confunctlon with
$22,000 from other agencies (NPS and USFS) and the
Peregrine Fund. The work dovetails wth programs in
neighboring Washington and California.
At Crater Lake NP, in a complicated scenario involwng
natural nesting, death by homed owl, and substitution of
facility-born peregrine chicks into a prairie falcon nest,
two chicks may have “made it” this year (The story WIII
be told in detail by Jim Milestone in the Winter issue of
ParkScience.] Elsewhere, the birds are being raised in
hatch boxes in Hells Canyon. the lower Columbia Rover
Gorge, and at a new site near Summer Lake in Oregon
Department spending for the last seven years of
reintroduction efforts is near $100,000; all of this money
has come from donations by Oregon state taxpayers to
the Nongame Wildlife Fund on the state tax form.
***

From Oregon’s Department of Fish and Wildlife
comes a news release entitled “Peregrine Recovery

Alaska Region

Ruins, Katmal NP. Alaska” by Gary M. Ahlstrand.

Alaska Region helped sponsor the Aug. 12-14 meeting in Fairbanks of the International Wolf Symposium/
International Union for the Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources (IUCN) Wolf Specialist Group Meeting. The 3-day symposum included a l-day session on
the status of wolves in countries represented on the
IUCN Wolf SpecialIs! Group; members in attendance
represented Italy, Israel, Finland, Norway, Sweden,
Spain, Portugal, Mexico, and the U.S. A paperon “Wolf
Managment m Alaska’s NPs and Preserves” was given
by Layne G. Adams, AR0 Wildlife Research Biologist;
Thomas J. Meier and John W. Burch (Denali wolf prefect
staff) and L. David Mech (USFWS-Denali wolf project
principal investigator) gave a paper on “Demography
and Food HabIts of Wolves in Denali NP&P, Alaska.”
t

The Second USUSSR Symposium on Air Pollution
Effects on Vegetation was held in September (1988) at
three locatIons m the U.S. - Cowallis, Ore., Gatlinburg,
Term., and Raleigh, N.C. At Cowallis, the theme was
dendrochronology as a tool to evaluate temporal patterns of forest change; the first day featured formal
presentations an analysis of tree rings as they are used
m evaluating changes in forest condition over time (see
p. 5 this issue for more on the same subject). The workshop next day was devoted to detection of the effects of

. t

Dale Taylor, AR0 Wildlife Research Biologist, and
David Manski. Aniakchak Resource Management Specialist, took pari in a joint NPSiUSFWSiAK Dept. of Fish
and Game study of brown bears in Aniakchak NMRP
and Peninsula Wildlife Refuge. A bear census method is
belog developed for use in Aniakchak and Kalmai
NP&Ps; 59 brown bears were captured in four days. Is
this a record?
1 t t
Two new AR0 Natural Science Final Reports avail.
able through Regional Chief Scientist Al Lovaas are:
“Effects of All-Terrain Vehicle Use in the Vicimty of Anaktuvuk Pass, Gates of the Arctic NP, Alaska: I. Study of
Established, Recovery and New Trail Segments,” by
Gary M. Ahlstrand, Susan E. Cantor, and Charles H.
Racine, and ‘Age Determination of Brooks Camp CabIn
17

t t .
Layne Adams, Jenny Zimmerman. Grad Shults. and
Bruce Dale (all members of the AR Natural Resources
staff), with assistance from Denall NP&Pstaff successfully carried out the Denali caribou calf mortality study.
Of 36 calves radio-collared, about a third were killed by
bear and wolf predation. A male and female grizzly also
were radio-collared. The female took several caribou
calves, butthe malewasmore interested in the breeding
season. A pack of five wolves moved in on a group of 14
caribou cows and 14 calves and took all of the calves.
I f t
Gary Vequist has accepted a Resource Management
Specialist position in the regional office. He had been
the RMS at Glacier Bay NP&P since 1981. He also has
held assignments at Yellowstone, Everglades, and
Great Smoky Mountains NPs and Death Valley NM.
t * .
Julie Michaelson has folned the AR Natural
Resources staff as a biologist associated with GIS
efforts. Julie formerly was with the BLM district office in
Anchorage, where she was involved in vegetation,
remote sensing, and GIS related projects.
.

t I

An mltiatlve is bung prepared to provide and allocate
stafflog for a greatly increasea program of natural and
cultural resources research, inventory monitoring, and
management and for subsistence management. Details
will be provided in the Winter we of Park Science,
according to Dale Taylor, NPS Wtldlife Research Btologist for the Alaska Region.
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cumulative exogenous disturbances on tree ring series.
At Gatlinburg, the first day formal presentations were
on bioindlcation and protected area monitoring; the second day workshop was on global climate. “Mechanisms
and AlternativeHypotheses”was thetitleof opening day
presentations at Raletgh, wth the workshop next day
examining “Linkages - Seedlings, Stands, and Ecosystems.”
For more information, contact Bev Law or Jeff Brandt,
EPA Lab, 200 S.W. 35th. Cowallis. OR 97333: 15031
757-4772or 4311.

***
Diversity, a news journal for the plant genetic
resourcescommunity (published by Genetic Resources
CommunicabonsSystems, Inc., 7276th St., S.E., Washington, D.C. 200031, has published a 20.page summary
of the May 9-11, 1966 Beltsville Symposium XIII. on
Biotic Diversity and Germplasm Preservatton -Global
Imperatives, held at the Beltsville Agricultural Research
Center in Beltsville, Md. While most of the coverage
dealt with germplasm utilization, collection, and data
management. attention also was given to threatened
habitats. Rodrigo Gamez from the Center for Investigation of Cellular and Molecular Biology at the University of
Costa Rica, described Central America’s and Mexico’s
focal positlon in world history as a center of biotic diversity and the current dtsruption of ecosystems there as a
result of rapidly growing population. complex political
and socioeconomic pressures, and ignorance of sustainable agriculture and forestry practices. Disap
pearanceof irreplaceablegermplasm maywelloccur, he
predicted, depending on how successful is the conservation of the wide range of habitats and cultural traditions typical of the area. “This task,” he said, ‘%ill be
attainable only if perceived as a shared responsibility of
Central American, Mexican, and industrialized nations.”

***
A female peregrine falcon named Red-Red, born at
Cornell University’s peregrine breeding facility in Ithaca,
NY, and released two years ago at Acadia NP in Maine,
made page 420 in Vol. 241 of Scence when she gave
birth recently at the NY Hospital-Cornell Medical Center
-the result of a whirlwind romance with a city slicker
who “literally swept her off her feet” in the Naked City.
The raptor romance was reported because of its pati
in the resurgence of the endangered peregrine in the
eastern United States, where 67 known nesting pairs
now compare favorably to the situation 6 years ago,
when no such nesting pairs were known there.
Red-Red chose to nest in the Cornell-affiliated Medical Center in Queens on a ledge between the 24th and
25th floors on the bullding’s east side. using the nearby
open spaces and water as hunting area for providing her
two babies with all the pigeons, starlings and sparrows
they need.

***

Newsof twonew publicatlonscomesfrom the California Native Plant Society Conservation and Manage-

SOflWE

The Tekironix version of GRASS (for the Opus Systems processor and the Tektronix 4325 UNIX workstation) is currently under construction. We expect completion this summer.
Translators for moving data to and from SAGIS and
AutoCAD are in place. The SAGIS-to-AutoCAD translator creates AutoCAD .dxf files for polygons, lines,
or points. The AutoCAD-to-SAGIS translator creates
SAGIS mapfiles for AutoCAD polyline, line. or point
data.
A set of DOS programs exist for creating SAGIS
mapfiles from dBASE data. These programs automatically create a properly formatted text file from appropriate dBASE fields for input to SAGIS. Once read in
to SAGIS, the data may be repeatedly used with
dBASE for analyses and plots.
Hardware
I have prepared a sample set of requisitions for
acquiring GIS hardware, including Items from the DOI
GIS pertpherals contracts (Park Science, Winter and
Spring ‘66). The reqwittons are intended as an aid
in acqulnng GIS hardware and are to be used in conjunction with your NPS-62 (ADP justification).
Staffing
I have prepared a generic position description for
a GIS specialist. It may be useful as a source of ideas
for your own park GIS specialist position.
CADD vs. GIS
I am frequently asked about the dlfferences between CADDsystemsandGISs.Tomanypeaplethey
both seem to do the same thing (automated mapping).
and CADD software and hardware may seem more
accessible and easier to get started with. In fact, if all
you want to do is automated mapping, then CADD is
very likely the way to go. If, however, you are tnterested
in analyltcal CapabilitIes, such as buHering, proximity
analyses, counting, length determinations, intersection analyses, modeling, use of satellite data, and so
forth, then GIS is probably the direction to take.
Capabilities aside, the fundamental difference between CADD and GIS lies in the nature and, paflicularly, the structure of the data. Because they are design-oriented. CADD systems work with drawings.
Linework and text occur an drawing layers and have
certain mtrinw and associated display charactew
tics, such as line type (dashed, solid, double, etc.),
color, symbology (gates, rocks, fire, etc.), orfonts. You
access the drawtng elements by calling up and combining the layers as you wish to compose a unique

meot of Rare and Endangered Plants, edited by
Thomas Elias. director of Ranch0 Santa Ana Botanic
Garden, is somewhat of a minor publishing miracle.
It became available for distribution less than one year
after the conference at which its collection of papers
were delivered. Its 640 pages include abstracts, bibliographies, index and illustrations and record the
proceedings of the largest conference ever held in
North America to address rare and endangered plants.
ISBN O-943460-11-5 (clothbound) IS $45; ISBN
o-943460-12-3 (softbound) is $24.95.
A new, expanded edition (1988) of Terrestrial VegetationofCalifomia, edited by MichaeiG. Barbourand Jack
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drawing specifically tatlored to your particular requrements. The data themselves are typically referenced
to a relative coordinate system based upon a digitizing
table or the drawing Itself. A wide variety of powerful
display operations, such as zooming, scaling, rotating.
shading, and even 3-D, are possible.
In contrast, GISs work with discrete spatial objects,
such as points, lines, polygons, or cells. Each object
is either Individually accewble or accessible as a
group, such as a group of polygons or cells constituting a gwen vegetation type, soils class, or ownership
category. The concept of a ‘drawing layer” does not
exist, although like objects, such as all vegetation
types, may, merely for convemence of access, be
grouped into one thematic file, such as vegetation.
The data are typically referenced to a real-world coordinate system, such as UTM or longilat.
Each spatial object relates in a preuse way to every
other spatial object: polygons share common arcs with
neighboring polygons and have clockwise-ordered
yellices, holes (exclusion areas within polygons) may
be contalned within polygons and have counterclockwise-ordered vertices, nodes snap. and each object has an associated ‘tag,” or feature name, which
allows it to be accessed and manipulated individually,
Text and display characteristics, such as line color,
shading patterns, symbology, and the like, are not
stored; typically, these are generated on the fly, i.e.,
whenever output 1s reqwed, although text may also
be stored for repetitive recall and use, if desired. The
abllkty of GISs to work with raster (i.e.. cell-type) data
IS also an important difference between CADD and
GIS systems; I do not know of any CADD system that
can handle rester data.
GISs are parlicularly well-suited to analyzing and
combimng different kinds of spatial data, although
they normally are no slouches at displaying the data,
either. They may not have all the symbology, line
styles, and text fonts of CADD systems, but they can
usually produce a pretty decent.looklng plot. A GIS is
very likely the system of choice where analysis and
modeiina of soatial data is the oredominant reowe.
ment. ”
Whichever software system is more suited to your
needs-andyoucanuseboth,ifvoulike-oneessential requirement prevails: the abilkiy lo move the spatial
data back and forth between the two systems. It IS
vltal that the data be as uwersally useful as possible,
so that time, expense. and energy are not wasted
constructing a single-purpose data base.
Harvey Fleet, Chief
Digital Cartography, DSC
Major of UiCaliDavls has already Sold out Its first printing, and a second printing became avaIlable in August
1966 for $57.50 plus tax and shipping (ISBN O-943460).
This 1,036 pp. illustrated volume is the standard reference work and includes the famous, large-format A.W.
Kuchler VegetafioonMapoiCalifomia, full color, showing
distribution of 54 vegetation zones.
Both books may be ordered from the CNPS at 909
12th St., Suite 116, Sacramento, CA 95614, (916)
447.2677.
***
Continued
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“Climate changes over the last few centuries have
been accompanied by changes in the fw regime,”
according to James S. Clark, now at the New York Slate
Museum in Albany. His research, reported in the July 21,
1966 issue of Nature, aimed at eslablishing the general
relationship between fire and climate, was conducted at
ltasca Slate Park in Minnesota. There, he measured the
amount of charcoal in lake bottom sediments, where
annual sediment layers made it possible to trace fires lo
individual years and lo identify cycles in fire history,
Clark found the forest in the study area burned
roughly once every nine years during the relatively
warm, dry 15th and 16th centuries. The next three centuries constituted what is known as ‘“The Little Ice Age,”
and blazes then occurred less intensely about every 14
years.
R. Monastersky, commenbng on the Clark research in
the July23,1966ScienceNews, citesthe”greenhouse”
warming trend that may currently be starting and suggests that in the light of what seems to be happening in
that regard, “fires will presumably become more frequent in the future.”
Clarkwarnedthatcontinuedfiresuppression,
coupled
with further climate warming, could result in fuel buildup
that would give more intense and probably more frequent fses. He mentions the NPS policy of controlled
burns as a counteractive measure to this threat.

Report on Human
Skeletal Remains
A report on the skeletal remains of approximately nine
Native Americans, found at the site of Forf Vancouver
National Historical site in the state of Washington,
describes the gender, age, and pathology of the ind!.
viduals, whose demise probably dates back 200 years.
M. Ann Bennett, professor of anthropology at Portland
Stale University. prepared the 69.page report It provides a permanent record of descriptive data on the
remains and can be used as a basis for eventual return
of the remains to the appropriate Native American
authority for reburial. The bones were uncovered six
years ago when a new highway was being constructed
adjacent to the Fort Vancouver site. Evidence seems to
indicate a Chinook tribal connectton, according to Kent
Bush, RegionalCuratorforthe Pacific Northwest Region
of the National Park Service.
A limited number of the reports are awilable from
Bush at PNRO, 83 S. King Street, Suite 212, Seattle, WA
96104.

Global Climate Change, DOI, and the NPS
Global warming and related climate changes due
to the “greenhouse effect” are expected to have a
major impact on the earth’s life within the nexi century.
This has prompted Congress to introduce legislation
to study and ameliorate the situation and the Depariment of the Interior (DOI) to begin studying possible
effects on its bureaus and the policy options. The
National Park Service, which stands 10 be affected as
greatly as any DOf agency, is beginning to engage
the subject through the Departmental Working Group
on Climate Change and through conferences.
Scientists studying the effects of greenhouse
gases, including carbon dioxide (CO,), methane
(CH,), nitrous oxide (N,,), and several chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), have tried to predict how qulckfy and
to what extent atmospheric lemperatures may rise. In
1979, the NatIonal Academy of Sciences concluded
that a doubling of CO, would lead to an increase of
1.5 to 4.5% (3 to 6°F) in average annual global air
temperatures. Since then, other researchers have
concluded that an increase of all greenhouse gases
equivalent 10 CO, doubling is likely to occur as early
as the 20305, with commensurateglobal warming lag
ging by several decades. Under such a scenano, temperatures would rise higherthan the planet has experienced in the past 100,000 years, at a rate many times
faster than occurred in the past. This would put unprecedented pressure on many species 10 migrate or be
wiped out.
Though scientific consensus seems to have been
reached on global warming, there is much more uncertainty about regional changes in temperature and
associated changes in precipitation. The prevailing
view IS thal warming will be relatively greater loward
polar regions. Global climate models indicate that, on
the average, precipitation should increase, though
lhey disagree on magnitudes and regIonal variation.
In response to the Global Climate Protection Act of
1987, the EPA is preparing a report 10 Congress on
the impacts of global warming in the United States.
The reporl will analyze some issues on a nationwide
basis. but the focus will be on regional effects, with
case studies in California, the Great Lakes, the Southeast, and the southern Great Plains. The Southeast
studies will include potential effects of water quantity
changes and sea level rise on Lake Okeechobee and
the Everglades ecosystem. EPA cautions that the present reliability of regional climate models allows only
qualitative stalemews about regional effects, under a
range of climate scenarios. The report is expected lo
be completed early in 1989.
The Department of the Interior has established a
Working Group on Climate Change to coordinate Intenor’s involvement in climate change research and
policy. This will include reviewing EPAB report to Con.
gress as it relates to DOI responsibilibes and bureaus.
Bill Gregg, MAB Coordinator, is the NPS representative in the Working Group, which is chaired by Marim
Smith, Deputy Assistant SecrelarylDirector, Office of
Policy Analysis. Possible effects of global warming on
DOI bureaus are being discussed and studied to establish a basis for policy formulation.
Several aspects of the issue fhat will affect the Park
Service have been identified. One is sea level rise.
Global warning may cause thermal expansion of the
oceansand melting ofthepolar icecaps. The resulting
rise in sea level would cause soil saturation. inunda-
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tion, and increased erosion at shoreline areas such
as Cape Hatteras NS and Channel Islands NP
Habitats would be affected and strucbxes could be
destroyed.
Changes in temperature, precipilation, and water
availability would affect environments in all NPS
areas. These changes could be intolerable to some
species, forcing them to migrate if surrounding envimnments were favorable. Otherwise, they could be.
come locally extirpated. Such changes also could affect the preservation of historic structures and landscapes.
Global warming could cause a change in the aesthetics of national parks; e.g., less or more snow on
Ihe mountains; changes in river flow; changes in the
appearance of forests and other veoetation because
of different species composition.
Recreabon on natural lakes or reservoirs in park
areas might be aHected by changes in water level and
seasonal variation.
Climate change might lead to significant changes
in visitation patterns and recrealional use of parks.
A number of policy questIons have been posed. In
wew of potenttal wldespread habitat changes due to
human effects on the atmosphere. how should the
NPS policy of minimal mtervention be applied? Should
the NPS try to assist m ecosystem or species migralion where land use patterns make migration difficult?
Should the NPS modify its general management plans
and philosophies to deal with climate change? Should
land purchases be made on or near the seashore?
Should more or less investment be made in erosion
control? Could the NPS contrlbute 10 a policy of afforestation/reforestation lo increase removal of CO,
from the atmosphere, and if so, how?
While Ihe Department and NPS wrestle with such
questions, Congress IS considering further legislation.
Senator Wirth of Colorado has inlmduced a wideranging bill that calls for studies by many government
entities, including DOI, to find ways 10 deaf with and
adapt to climate change, among them alternative
energy use and proteCtion of tropical forests. A bill by
Senator Stafford of Vermont focuses on reduction of
CO, emissions. And legislation introduced by Senator
Hollings of South Carolina would amend the National
Sctence and Technology Policy, Organizabon. and
Priorities Act of 1976 10, among other things. develop
a national plan to improve scientific understanding of
the earth system and the effect of changes on climate
and human well-being.
Global warming is suddenly a hot topic for confer.
ences as well. The NPS is involved in at least two this
fall. One is on Consequences of the Greenhouse Effect for Biological Diversity, convened by the World
Wildlife Fund-U.S. in Washington, DC October 4-6.
The seven sponsors include NPS. And at the George
Wright Society-NPS research conference in November at Tucson, a minisymposium will address global
change. Paul Risser and Francis Bratherton of the
National Academy 01 Sciences Global Change Committee will describe the status of this issue, and two
NPS speakers will comment on potential impacts of
global warming on parks.
There is little doubt now thal discussion and action
on global climate change will be high on the Park
Service, national, and international agendas for a long
time to come.
Napier Shelton
NPS Washington Office

Is RT and E Species Management
Itself a ‘Threatened’ Candidate?
By Jeff Marion and John Karish
The Endangered Species Act of 1973 dnects all Federal agencies to “seek lo conserve endangered species
and threatened species
,” In accordance, NPS “Management PoBc;es” states that “The Service will identify at/
threalened and endangered spenes within park boundaries and their crificai habitat requirements
Plant and
animai spenes considered to be rare or unique to a park shall be identifted a/so and their dWibution within the
park mapped Management actions for thek protection and perpetuation shaii be incorporated into the natural
resources management plan.” The /a/es! revision of these policies further defines threatened and endangered
species to &ude not onty federal/y listed species, but a/so federal candidale species andslate and tocatty bled
threatened, endangered rare. declining, sensitive, or candidate species that are native to andpresentin the parks
These policy directives raise the question “Are we
doing our job?” Clearly, we must begin with comprehensive surveys of all the rare, threatened and
endangered (R, T&E) species withtn park boundaries.
A recent survey of park managers, conducted by
Frances Kennedy for the National Parks and ConservatIon Association JNPCA), suggeststhat many parks
have not completed R, T&E surveys and therefore
lack information essential tolhemanagemenf ofthese
species and their critlcal habitats. In Volume 7 of the
recent NPCA plan for the NP System (Investing in
Park Futures: A Blueprint for Tomorrow), It is recommended that an additional $10 millron in appropriations be sought to research and compile a standardized, Servicewide inventory of all listed species.
In this paper we share what we consider to be an
effectwe approach to invenloryng R, T&E spews
and managtng R, T&E information. Such surveys re
qutre specialized expertise often lacking in many
parks and regions. In the Mid-Atlantic Region these
surveys have been accomplIshed through cooperative
agreements with the Stale Natural Heritage Programs
(SNHP’s). The organization. goals, and capabilities of
The Nature Conservancy/State Natural Heritage Programs are covered in the accompanying arbcle by
Robert Chiplay.
Managing Rare, Threatened and
Endangered Species Data
Comprehenstve and up-to-date R, T&E information
IS essential to park managers if they are to provide
the protection these spectes require. The informatton
must be accesstble at the park level for consideration
tn park planning and operational activities. Several
information management approaches available to
parks are described below.
The Threatened. Endangered, and Exotic (TEX)
species module in NPS COMMON now contains general information on most federally listed threatened
and endangered species occurring in NPS units and
is accessible to all parks by computer modem. However, this database does not Include lederal candidate
or slate listed spectes. or detailed species. and parkspecific information, such as the locations, we, and
status of populations.
As described in the Park Science Computer
Corner, Summer 1987, a dBASE Ill database modeled
alter the TEX module was to be developed so that
individual parks could manage R. T&E dataon microcomputers, allowtng parks the ability to Input additlonal oformatton as necessary. It is uncetialn at this
ttme when or if such a database will be developed.
Parks may choose to develop thetr own R, T&E
databases.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Serwe has comptled a
body of information on all federally listed species in

a database known as ESIS (refer to Park Science
Computer Corner, Summer 1987).
information requests to USFWS must Identify the
counties in whtch the park is located.
The Natural Heritage Programdatabasesdescribed
in the accompanytng article are the oldest, most comprehensive (includes all federal and state R, T&E
species), and most complete (in terms 01 parameters)
of any in existence. The databases include detailed
location and habitat Information, as well as the characteristics, numbers, condition, and status 01 each element occurranca. As field surveys and herbaria/
museum searches are conducted, species occurwnces are routinely mapped and input to the
database
a valuable source of Information for
parks.
By cants&g the approprtate State Natural Herw
tage Program, a park can establtsh a protocol for obtaining the latest awlable information on R, T&E
species occurrences wtthin park boundaries. The first
request lor available information from a SNHP should
be accompanted by a map showing current park boundarles and major inholdings. SNHP’s first record rare
species locations on USGS 7% iopo maps and then
enter various parameters, including land ownership,
from the map mto the database. Thus it is essential
that the SNHP has park boundaries accurately dekneated on fhetr maps; otherwise spews occw
rances on park lands may not be recorded as such
in the database. Mapped and computer database information on park R. T&E species, such as rankings
and population data, can then be requested. This information VIII be most complete if the R, T&E field
survey and record search has been conducted for the
park by the SNHP
Parks wtth large numbers of R, T&E spews, or
groups 01 parks, may wish to consider an awn closer
involvement with The Nature Conservancy (TNC).
The NPS Soulheast Regtonal Office recently entered
into a Cooperative Agreement with TNC to open a
SNHP data center at Great Smoky Mountains NP.
Data from the Tennessee, North Carolina, and Tennessee Valley Authority SNHPb has been downloaded into the park’s data center lor ready access by
park resource managers and scienttsts. A second
SNHP is being planned to sew several of the South
Florida park units. Park resource managers may consider cooperattve monitoring efforts with SNHP personnel. SNHP staff have standardtzed procedures
and forms for monitoring and can serve as a rasourca
in cooperative efforts or in training NPS staff for
monitoring. SNHP staff also are avarIable lor reww
and consultation in park planntng and construction
work.

Rare, Threatened and
Endangered Species Surveys
The first R, T&E surveys in the Mid-Atlantic Region
began in 1985 with the SNHPs of Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and New York for Delaware Water Gap NRA
and the Upper Delaware Scenic and Recreational
River, Surveys start with a Request For Proposal
(RFP) descnbing the survey objectIves, work to be
accomplished. and products. The cooperator re
spends with a proposal addressing the RFP and outknlng a budget. In the Mid-Atlantic Region, depending
on awlable funding, surveys have been conducted
on both an individual park and statewide basis. We
have found that both the contracting and survey work
(searching the literature and herbaria records, for
example) are more efftctently carrted out when all
parks in a state are done concurrently.
The objecttves Included tn our most recent RFP are
to: (1) Identify records, occurrences, and status of
plant and animal species and vegetative communities
listed by slate and federal agenctes as rare, threatened. or endangered wtthin, adjacent to, or potentially
occurrIng in the specified park(s); (2) field survey and
verify locations of recorded occurrences; (3) fteld survey potential habitat locattons for new occurrences of
rare spews or communities likely to be present; and
(4) record and map all htstorlcal and extant rare
spews and communtty locattons according to standard SNHP methods and procedures.
Survey work begins with the SNHP obtaining maps
showing current park boundawss and all major inholdings. Cooperators identify and search all appropriate
herbana, museums, collections, and scientIflc Herature for records of R, T&E ~~~“rre”~es wtthtn or adfacent to the park. Fteld surveys are conducted to wantory and verify recorded occurrancas and to gather
inlormatron on site locations, populatton numbers and
condillon, habitat and site requirements, degree of
endangerment, known or suspected threats. management recommendattons and other items on standard
Heritage Program forms, maps and databases.
A report is prepared descrtbing the project’s study
methods, accompltshments, ftndtngs and recommend
dations. Information from the record and fteld
searches IS then summarized for each historically recorded and extant species and community I” the park
and for those elements adjacent to the park that may
potentially occurinthe park. Thtsincludes the species’
or community’s locations and dtstribution, habitat wqutrements and restnctions, federal and state listing
or rarity status, and rarity within the park; the significance of the park’s population tn relation to 11sstate
(and, il possible, nattonal) drstribution or range, the
degree of endangerment and known or suspected
threats; and recommendations for monitoring, protectton and management actions and procedures.
The park(s) also are provided with maps locating
a!l critical areas in and adjacent to the park, SNHP
fteld survey forms, element abstracts and slate and
global ranking forms, and summaries of Heritage element occurrence records.
Finally, Heritage personnel areasked toaccompany
a park Resource Management staff member to each
existtng and Important htstorical field location to identify vtsually the location and species or community of
interest. Photographs of rare species located during
the field surveys also are requrred to atd in future
identification and for use by Park Interpretive programs.
Marion is a Regional Research Biologist; Kansh is
North Aflanlic RegIonat Chief Scientist.
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State Natural Heritage Program:
TNC’s Partnership Approach
By Robert M. Chipley
Incorporated in 1951. The Nature Conservancy
(TNC) IS a nonprofit organization committed to the
preservation 01 natural diversity Operating through
identification, protection and stewardship of bialogitally crltlcal sites, TNC now has over 400.000 members and manages the largest pwale preserve (numberlng some 1,000) system inthe world. Manyofthese
resews are critical rasewrs lor populal~ons 01 rare,
endangered and threatened species and natural commumty types.
To meet our ambitious goal, we must spend scarce
time and resowas on the biologically most critical
areas. Key10 TNC’s ability to identify such areas have
been the Stale Natural Heritage Program (SNHPs),
on which we rely m determIning our protection
agenda. First begun m South Carolina I” 1974, these
programs strive to create within the slate a permanent
and dynamic atlas and database on the existence,
characlertstlcs. numbers. condition, status. locabon,
and distrlbuilon of occurrences of the elements of natural ecological dwerslty. The programs now operate
I” 48 slates, 9 Latin American countries and one
Canadian prwnce.
Each program IS set up as a parlnershlp. lnvolwng
a two-year contract between TNC and a natural rasources agency m the slate, such as the Maryland
Department of Natural Resources, the New York Department of Environmental ProtectIon. the Nebraska
Game and Parks Commlsslon and the California De.
partment of Fish and Game Under the agreement,
TNC agrees to hre and tram a siaff (generally a coordin&i, a botanist, a zoologist, a community ecologist
and a data manager) m program methodology and to
advlse and supervise them as they sel up the
database. The state generally agrees to provide offlce
space and support and declares its intention to incorporate the completed program into state government
Funding comas horn the slate. from federal funds and
from private fundraising by the Conservancy At piesent, 32 programs have lully transferred to stale gov.
ernment: some 01 these have been part of state government for over 10 years.
The Heritage process begins with putting together
a list of items (known as “elements”) to be inventoried.
These include rare. threatened and endangered (R,
T&E) plants and animals and important natural community types. Our sources are existing lists, such as
the plant lists pul together r Maryland under contract
with the USFWS. We then circulate these IISISto appropr~ale experis in the state Generally the lists incor.
porate up to 15-20 percent of the vascular plants and
a like percentage of verlebrate ammals. Included also
are selected nonvascular plants and mvertebrate animals on which there IS sulllcienl informatIon to determme thw status We also develop community class.
ifications to include all important old-growth communltles plus selected successional communibes.
The lists change as further mlormation becomes
available.
Each element IS assigned ho ranks to reflect its
degree oi rarity and endangerment-a globai rank for
Its status throughout Its range, and a state rank for
tts status in each state. Most vascular plants and all
vertebrate animals in the U.S. already have been as.
signed global ranks. The TNC ranking system is easy
to use and to mterpret. In the global system, ranks

Poientilla

fruticosa

Photos of five R, T&E species not federally l&d,
taken al the Delaware Water Gap NRA by the PA
State Nalural Herilage Program slaff during their surveys of the park.
range from Gl (cntically endangered with fewer than
5 occurrencas or 1,000 indiwduals on earth) to G5
(extremely common and widespread); the state system parallels the global system, ranging from SI to
S5. but refers only to the element’s status wthin the
state’s borders. Both global and state ranks are
tracked in the central databases al TNC headquarters
m Arlington. VA, and are accessible to anyone.
Once elements have been lIsted and ranked. we
do a thorough search of secondary informalion;
sources include specimen collectIons and herbaria,
the literature. and knowledgeable mdividuals. Our
goal is to determIne point locations m the state for
owrrances of the elements on our lists. Each time
we encounter an Item of thts type-for example, :he
collection point 01 a specimen of a rare plant deposited
r herbarlum at the state university - we create a
computerized “Element Occurrence Record” which in.
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Heritage Program
corpora& all the Information from the specimen label
sheet plus everyihing of relevance we discover subsequently - ownership of the land, results of field sw
veys to the site, population size and trends. etc. For
each point, we also plot and mark the location onto
our base maps-an entire set of the 75.minute topagraphic quad maps of the state. Each program scientist starts at the top of the list as determined by the
ranking system - information on Gl Sl-ranked elements is gathered first, and gradually works down
until all elements are represented by occurrences.
Once secondary information has been incorporated,
we begin field surveys, again concentrating on the
rarest and most endangered elements on our lists.
We also accumulate information on “managed
areas” - those owned and managed by conservation
groups such as TNC, by federal agencies such as the
Park Service, the Forest Serwce, Fish and Wildlife.
Bureau of Land Managemenl, Department of Defense, etc. and by state agencies such as state parks
and forests. The boundaries of these managed areas
also are plotted onto the base maps. Managed areas
can function as ~mpotiant refugla for occurrences of
rare and endangered elements
Al the end of the flrsi two years. with processed
occurrences numbering in the thousands, a picture of
diversity in the state begins to emerge. We now have
enough data to figure out which elements are very
rare, and which are inadequately protected on managed areas - or not represented at all. We can also
determine which sites in private ownership, if protected, would do most towards preserving the stat&
natural diversity It IS this list of priority sites that becomes the protection agenda for each state TNC
office.
The Conservancy is only one of the many users of
State Natural Heritage Programs. Both state and federal agencies have recognized that site-related data
on this extensive an array of significant laxa just aren’t
available elsewhere. State highway departments have
used the data to review proposed highway routes and
to choose among the alternatives; utility companies
have done lkkewise for power line corridors. Land
managing agencies routinely consult the programs for
input mto management plans Because we can easily
determlnefromourdatabases
howmanyoccurrsnces
exist for a given spews, we have conducted many
status reviews for laxa proposed as endangered or
threatened and prepared a number of recovery plans.
All these programs, whether transferred or still on
contract, form the State Natural Heritage Program
Network. The result is easy exchange of mformatlon
and steady Improvement in methodology. We are
about to add a new software package-the Biological
and Conservation Data System, which will expand
and make more efficient our data-managing
capabilities, while tying more closely the protection
efforts of TNC state offices to Heritage da:abases.
The program is a two-way street, with benefits in
this case accruing both to the Park Service and to the
Heritage Programs. Such programs not only give NPS
a proven system for managing its own element-related
data, but also link NPS with the wsting and expandmg support system of other Heritage programs.
Ch;pley is dkector of The Nature Conservancy’s
Herbge field operal~ons.
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WAS0 Uses Databases
To Keep Parks Posted
On Label Changes
By Christine Cassidy
Since 1960. the National Park Service has had a
commitment to Integrated Pest Management (IPM).
From the start it has been the NPS goal to use the most
environmentally acceptable pesticide available when
one is needed. The Washington Oflice is responsible for
keeping the parks and the regions Informed of the latest
laws, regulations, and IPM techniques. This office also
reviews pesticide use requests and recommends the
most environmentally acceptable pesticides for a pattie
ular project.
To assist with management of this program, we developed the Pesticide Use Tracking System (PUTS) in
1983, using dBase Ill on an IBM personal computer.
Stored in this database is pertinent information taken
from the pesticide use proposals (lo-ZlA forms) and the
yearly pesticide use logs that the individual parks submit. With Information from this database, we have
tracked pesticide use trends in the Service by pesticide

type, active Ingredient. management zone, and other
topics.
Last fall, an opportunity to test the capabilities of
PUTS and the NPSs COMMON database occurred
The Environmental Protection Agency proposed adding
language to pesticide labels to protect threatened and
endangered (T&E) species. This label change would
affect NPS pest management in some parks where certain pesticides are proposed for use on range, forestry.
larval mosquito breeding, or agwltural sites, called
cluster groups by the EPA (See Tables 1 and 2). In such
cases the parks either must contact the U.S. Fish and
Wtldlile Service (FWS) or the state fish and wildllle
agencyoritmustconsultrangemapsproduced
by either
the FWS or stale fish and wildlife serwe before certain
chemicals can be used. If the FWS, state fish and wild.
lkfe agency, or the range maps indicate that the site
where the proposed pesticide ISintended to be used is in
therangeof aT&Especies. the park must select another
pesticide. As part of our responslbllity to keep the
regions and parks informed of label changes, we had to
find a way to notify ragIons and parks that could be
affected by these proposed label changes.
In the past, we would have had to search through the
approximately 1,200 1021As that are submltted each
yearand to havethe parksand reglonssearch thelrfiles.
This task would have taken lllerally months to complete,

Table 1. An Example of Part of a Cluster Group Where Proposed Use of a Specific Pesticide in
Specific States and Counties Requires Contacting the FWS or State Fish and Wildlife Agency
Endangered Species Labeling for Mosquito Lawides Contalnlng One 01 More of the Following Active
Ingredients:’
Methoprene
Pyrethrins
Methoxychlar
Contact FWS Field Offices at the following numbers:
District of Columbia (Annapal~s, MD, 301-269-5448)
Rock Creek Park
Florida (Jacksonville, Florida, 904-791-2580)
Broward, Dade, Glades, Okaloosa, Palm Beach, and Walton
Georgia (Jacksonville, Florida, 904-791-2580)
Catoosa
‘United Stales Enwronmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC 20460, PR Nolice 87-4 Notice to
Manufachirers, Formulafors and Aegntrants of Pesbdes, May 1. 1967.

Table 2. An Example of Part of a Cluster Group Where Proposed Use of a Pesticide in Specific
States and Counties Requires Consultation with T&E Species Range Maps.
Endangered Spews Labeltng for Range and Pastureland Uses Containing One or More of the Following
Active Ingredients.’
MCPA. acid
Ammonium Sulfamale
MCPA (salts and amines)
Atrazine
Plcloram
Clopyralid
Potassium Picoram
2,4-D
Sodurn Dicamba
2,4-D (salts and esters)
Tebuthiuron
2,4-DP
Triethylene Picforam
Dicamba
Dimethylamine Dicamba
Triethylene Picloram
Hexazinone
Minnesota
Cottonwood, Goodhue, Jackson and Renville
Missour,
Christian, Dade and Greene
Nebraska
Cherry Garden, and Hooker
‘United States Environmental Protectton Agency, Washington, DC 20460, PR Nolice 87-5 Notice lo
Manufacturers, Formulators and Reglstiants of Pesticides, May 1, 1987.
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affected pesticides then was compared against the
park, slate, and county list generated by COMMON and
against the pesticide, state and county list for each
cluster group. This comparison resulted in a list of parks
which, during 1986 and 1987, used chemicals listed in
Ihe cluster group developed by EPA (See Table 3).
Should the EPA labeling proposal be adopted, if these
parks propose to use these pestiades, they would have
to contact Ihe FWS, or the state fish and wIldlife agency,
or consult T&E species range maps. For example, Great
Smoky Mountains NP which used glyphosate in Hay
wood County, NC, would have to contact the USFWS
before using that chemical m the future.

but with the aid of PUTS and COMMON lhls task took a
lht6eover hvo weeks to complete and required only one
person.
To carry out this task, we searched the two most
recent yearsof PUTS data, 1986 and 1967, forthe peslicideslistedin thefourclustergroupsandgenerated
a list
of NPS projects that had used pesticides listed in the
individual cluster groups. The cluster groups, in addition
to listing the pesticides that could affect T&E species,
also list Ihe stales and counties where use of these
chemicals could affect T&E specfes. Our next step,
therefore. was to use COMMON to generate a list of all
the parks by state and county. The list of projects using

Table 3. Pesticide Use Projects Which May Be Affected By The EPA Endangered Species Pesticide
Labeling Program (Q/14/87)
EPA Cluster Group - Range
Region

Park

Active Ingredients
2,4-D
Ammonium
Sulfamate
2,4-D
MCPA
2,4-D
Ammonium
Sulfamate
Ammonium
Sulfamate
PicloramR,CD
NP P~cloram/2,4-D

State

Counties Affected

Park
Project Numbers

MW
MW

W~lson’s Creek NB
Wilson’s Creek NB

MO
MO

Chrlstlan. Greene
Chnslian, Greene

87.011187.015
86.003

PN
PN
RM
AM

Nez Perce NHP
Nez Perce NHP
Curecantl NRA
Pipe Spring NM

ID
ID
CO
A2

Idaho
Idaho
Monlrose
Mohave

87.001
87.004
86-002
86-002187.002

SE

Stones River NS

TN

Rutherford

86-004

SW
WE

White Sands NM
Hawaii Volcanoes

NM
HI

Dona Ana, Otero
Hawalt

86.001
86-024186-033
86-035186-038

SE

Natchez Trace
PKWY

EPA Cluster Group - Agricultural
Alrazine
AL
Colberl Lauderdale
MS

Carbaryl

AL
MS
TN
AL
MS
TN
AL
MS
TN
TN

Clairborne, Hinds,
llawamba
Hickman, Lawrence,
Maury, Wayne
Colbert, Lauderdale
ltawamba
Hickman, Maury, Wayne
Colbert, Lauderdale
ltawamba
Hickman, Maury, Wayne
Lauderdale
ltawamba
Hickman, Maury, Wayne
Hardin

Fenvalerale
Malathion

TN
TN

Hardin
Hardm

TN
Methomyl

Parathion

Trlfluralin

SE

MA
MA
RM
RM
::
SE

Shiloh NMP

Colonial NHP
Fredericksburg and
Spotsylvania NMP
Canyonlands NP
Rocky Mountain NP
Andersonville NHS
Blue Ridge PKWY

EPA Cluster Group - Forestry
Glyphosale
VA
James City
VA
Ammonium
Caroline
Sulfamate
UT
Glyphosate
Wayne
Carbaryl
CO
Boulder
Glyphosate
GA
Sumpter
Glyphosaie
NC
Avery, Burke, Mitchell,
Haywood, Henderson
Glyphosate
GA
Walker

87-011187-024

87.018

In the Next Issue:
87-016187-017

87.014

86-013186-014
86.018
87.012
86-011
87.013
87.001
87.004
86.001/87-004
86-004187-004
86-002186-004
87.001/87-003

Ammonium
Sulfamate
Glyphosate

NC

Haywood

87.001

NC

Haywood

SE

Chickamauga and
Chatianooga NMP
Great Smoky
Mountains NP
Great Smoky
Mountains NP
Russell Cave NM

Gfyphosate

AL

Jackson

86-006186-011
87.018/87-022
66.001187-001

SE

Everglades NP

EPA Cluster Group-Mosquito
Larvae
FL
Methoprene
Dade

SE
SE

86.008
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Results from our search of the 1986 and 1987 pesiitide use data indicate lhat 7 regions and 19 parks might
be affected by the proposed label change. Specifically,
in the range cluster group 6 regions and 7 parks are
affected, in the agricultural cluster group 1 region and 2
parksareaffected, intheforestryclustergroup3 regions
and 9 parks are affected. In the mosquito larvicide cluster group only 1 park is affected.
The EPA’s endangered species labeling program was
originally scheduled to become effective in February,
1988, but Implementation has been delayed until after
Sept. 15. 1988. EPA plans 10 start enforcing the label
requirements during the 1989 growing season. Implementation has been delayed because, for some parts of
this program, additional development and more comments from the public, other government agenaes, and
the slates are needed. However, because we do not
anticipate lhat these refinements will significantly alter
the results shown in Table 3, we are developing NPS
gudance recommendations to respond to Ihe proposed
label changes.
This project isone exampleofthe manyways in which
the WashIngton office can use PUTS and COMMON to
keep the parks and regions informed of changes in IPM
and pesticide use practices. Eventually, the EPA plans to
have a total of 12 cluster groups in the T&E species
labeling program, andweexpect to be able to useCOMMON and PUTS to inform the potentially affected parks
and regions of the additional pesticide use constraints
as each new cluster group is introduced by the EPA.
Cassidy was a Biological Techmcian in the W;ldtife
and Vegetation Divisfon, NPS. WASO; she is now a
Pesticide Inspector for the District of Columbia.

Several arbcles that may be of immediate mlerest
to certain parts of the Nattonal Park System for
reasons of space had to be held over for the Winter
we of Park Sc&za. In the interest of timelmess
and with the lhoughl lhat some of our readers may
want 10 contacl the authors before Ihe Januarv 1989
appearance of the Winter issue, here are the authors
and their subjects:
Nancy Hoefs, a biologist with Colorado State University and a cooperalor with the NPS Water Aesources Division at Fort Collins. Cola.. describes an
Index of biotic inlegrity thal is proving useful as an
ecological evaluation tool for aquatic resource inventories; A.C. Medeiros, Lloyd Loope, and H.F James
discuss the ancient brd bones dlscovered in two
caves of the Kipahulu Valley in Haleakala NP, plus
“exciting finds” of livtng cave-adapted organisms thal
Include what may be a sole species of carabid beetle;
Leslie Dubuc and Ray Owen, Jr., bothofthe University
of Marine Wildlife Department, William Krohn of the
USFWS, and Carroll Schell, Resource Management
Chief at Acadia NP, document an unusual relationship
at Acadia among otters, fire, and the ocean; Bob
Sloltlemyer and K. McLoone look at Denali NP and
Preserve for geomorphology and vegetation as determinants of surface waler chemistry; and Jeff Marion
reviews Soft Pathshow lo enjoy the w;/derness without harming jl, by Bruce Hampton and David Cole.

